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ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES 
February 26, 1992 Volume XXIII, No. 10 
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Roll Call 
Approval of Minutes of February 12, 1992 
Chairperson's Remarks 
Vice Chairperson's Remarks 
Student Body President's Remarks 
Administrators' Remarks 






Proposed Academic Senate Meeting 
Calendar for July - December 1992 
Approval of Five University Curriculum 
Committee Proposals as Recommended by 
Academic Affairs Committee 
a. Health Education Program 
Minor in Community Health 
b. Department of Foreign Languages 
Minor in Japanese Studies 
c. Department of Art 
New Studio Arts Sequence 
d. Department of Art 
Art History Sequence 
e. Department of Art 
New Graphic Design Sequence 
1. Academic Affairs Committee 
Proposal for Bachelor of Fine Arts 
2. Academic Affairs Committee Proposal 
for Philosophy: Minor in Religious 
Studies 
3. Academic Affairs Committee Presenta-
tion of University Studies Review 
Committee Document 
4. Faculty Affairs Committee Changes 
in ASPT Document 
5. Sense of the Senate Resolution to 
Dissolve the Board of Regents 
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ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES 
(Not Approved by the Academic Senate) 
February 26, 1992 Volume XXIII, No. 10 
CALL TO ORDER 
Chairperson Schmaltz called the meeting of the Academic Senate 
to order at 7:16 p.m. in the Circus Room of the Bone Student 
Center. 
ROLL CALL 
Chairperson Schmaltz called the roll and declared a quorum 
present. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF FEBRUARY 12, 1992 
XXIII-40 Motion to approve Academic Senate Minutes of February 12, 1992, 
by Senator DeRousse (Second, Camp) carried on a voice vote. 
CHAIRPERSON'S REMARKS 
Chairperson Schmaltz had no remarks. 
VICE CHAIRPERSON'S REMARKS 
Vice Chairperson Engelhardt had no remarks. 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT'S REMARKS 
student Body President Romney Ruder had an excused absence. 
ADMINISTRATORS' REMARKS 
President Wallace: You will recall that I addressed the faculty 
on Feburary 12th and gave the Senate a briefing on the IBHE 
Report in November, and the Executive Committee suggested that 
the whole Senate receive copies of that report. You received it 
under separate cover, but I am distributing a copy to you this 
evening. In November, 1991, the Illinois Board of Higher Educa-
tion prepared a paper entitled "Priorities, Qualities, and Pro-
ductivity of Illinois Higher Education." This paper proposed a 
plan for examining priorities and showed how Illinois higher 
education has shifted its priorities during the decade of the 
80'S by changing expenditure patterns in a number of budget 
areas. It generated a number of newspaper articles and commen-
taries concerning university expenditures. In essence, these 
articles imply that students and taxpayers have been shortchanged 
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by Illinois public universities, since campuses have diverted 
resources to research and public service at the expense of 
instruction. While it is important to continually focus on the 
questions of priorities, quality, and productivity, it is our 
conclusion that the IBHE report confounds rather than informs 
these questions. The importance of establishing priorities in 
higher education is paramount, since all educators and adminis-
trators are faced with issues of providing competitive faculty 
and staff compensation, improving the quality of undergraduate 
education, promoting minority student achievement, maintaining 
operations budgets, securing modern laboratory and studio equip-
ment, obtaining computing hardware and support systems, enhancing 
library resources, and maintaining our facilities infrastructure. 
I would like to draw your attention to the three major problems 
with the IBHE report: 
1. The source data used were the IBHE Resource Allocation 
Management Program (RAMP) annual reports. Annual data 
from fiscal years 1980 and 1990 were used to constitute 
a longitudinal study without taking into account any 
changes which may have taken place in university organiza-
tions or reporting procedures. 
2. with no statement of methodology, the IBHE redefined the 
standard RAMP functions by creating a new function entitled 
administration. In creating this new function, subfunctions 
were moved from instruction, academic support, student 
services, institutional support, and operation and mainten-
ance of physical plant. What the Board of Higher Education 
did was to create a new category called administration 
and costs shown as being budgeted to this are shown as 
administrative costs. The point to be made is that it is 
not an expenditure on administration, but an expenditure by 
administration. 
3. The creation of this new category resulted in a summary 
which is very different from historical RAMP data. 
Simply put, without adding the function of administration, 
there has been no significant shift away from instruction 
toward research and public service. 
with the creation of this new category, the results are very 
different. Table 2 provides expenditures for administration for 
each of the public universities, while Table 3 details each of 
the expenditures for administration for Illinois state Univer-
sity. As you can see, without taking into account changes in 
organization; changes in reporting requirements (financial aid, 
for example); the reporting of major expenditure items in fiscal 
year 1990 (ISU net, major equipment, etc.) without a concomitant 
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item in fiscal year 1989; resulted in a report which confounds, 
rather than informs, the issues of priorities, quality, and 
productivity. 
Phase II of the IBHE study will corne out next week with a new 
"Priorities, Quality, and Productivity" report. It has twenty-
three "should-do" items for each public university in Illinois. 
What we have underway to review the scope of programming takes 
care of providing the data. 
The next item I would like to talk about is the salary exercise. 
I would ask you to keep separate in your minds the exercise on 
scope and programming which is for 1994 through 1996. It is 
separate from the exercise which we are going through for next 
year. 
I would like to point out that I have had extensive meetings on 
this subject - a faculty meeting on February 12th, meetings with 
the Senate Executive Committee, the Senate Budget Committee, the 
Deans Council, the civil Service Council, and the AlP Council 
to formulate guidelines for the next fiscal year salaries. 
My comments in the February 12th meeting were printed in the ISU 
Report of February 14, 1992. A salary increase for next year 
is imperative. "A $150 lump sum payment was authorized by the 
Board of Regents to compensate for employees' increased cost of 
health insurance in FY92 and will be distributed in the first 
applicable pay period after July 1 of this year for continuing 
employees at ISU. The state's appropriation for higher educa-
tion provided no money for salary increases in the current year." 
"I will recommend to the board a minimal average salary increase 
for faculty and non-organized staff of 4.5 percent for next year 
which includes the $150 lump sum payment plus its annualized 
amount of $300. These funds will come from existing resources. n 
"I hope the increment will be higher." "My target is to exceed 
5 percent and will depend on the outcome of the state's appropri-
ation for next year." 
But President Wallace admitted that his frustration with the 
state's political process is growing because even before the 
current recession, tax support was in decline for public univer-
sities while tuition for students continues to rise. ISU gained 
only $400,000 in new tax money during the past three years -- a 
much lower amount than the University raised through 'self-help' 
efforts in the last three years resulting in increases of $2 
million in faculty grants and contracts, $1.2 million in indi-
vidual and corporate giving, plus a doubling of student senior 
class pledges to $101,000. 
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"Don't expect an improved economy to solve the state's financial 
problems," Wallace warned, saying that Illinois state will have 
to adopt a number of new strategies, including a reduction of 
programs to improve the financial support for those that remain. 
"If we have the institutional will to make difficult decisions 
and reduce the scope of programs we can reduce the existing 
generalized situation of grossly inadequate departmental 
budgets." "The vice presidents will explore this avenue this 
spring semester with each of their units." "In preparing budgets 
for the fiscal years of 1994-96, the following institutional 
strategies will be adopted: (1) Across the board budget adjust-
ments will not be implemented for programs of administrative 
units. (2) Reduction of lower priority academic and administra-
tive support functions will be necessary to achieve institutional 
goals. (3) Organizational units will be reviewed for possible 
consolidation to simplify structure and reduce administrative 
costs. (4) significant increases for faculty and staff salaries 
must be accomplished over the next few years; specifically, the 
University's faculty salary averages must reach the average of 
those institutions designated by the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education as ISU's peer institutions. These adjustments will 
most likely require reallocation of a portion of the University's 
current personal services budget. (5) Steps will be taken to 
broaden the University's sources of revenue beyond the state's 
appropriated funds. Specifically,' to the extent possible, 
appropriated dollars should be leveraged to increase institution-
al revenues, promote quality, and achieve institutional goals. 
(7) Reduction or elimination of financial support for specific 
lower priority programs will be required to provide more adequate 
support for higher priority programs." 
The Vidette today carried the headline, "Council votes against 
faculty pay raise plan." The Arts and Sciences Council has come 
to the opinion that it is opposed to a pay raise because budget 
reductions may lead to a reduction in faculty lines. 
The faculty salary raise exercise is being done through the 
College Deans with recommendations going to the Provost. 
The process was accurately spelled out and reported in the 
ISU Report and we should allow the process to come to completion. 
QUESTIONS 
Senator White: One of the problems that the university community 
has had with decisions in the Deans and Provost's Office is the 
incompatibility between the exercise and some of the language 
you have used to describe it. In your own remarks tonight you 
have mentioned retirements, attrition, but not cuts in non-
tenure track faculty lines or elimination of graduate student 
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funds. As a matter of fact, the reality is the particular 
colleges have to cut into areas that you have not at all 
mentioned as being sources of funds. Allowing for the fact of 
these exercises, it is still a little frightening for us to 
imagine how seriously these cuts will affect our departments. 
They seem to be incompatible with your other remarks. 
President Wallace: I don't think that is an accurate assess-
ment. A salary increase next year is imperative, even if it 
requires lines from the university personal services budget. 
Also, money will be available from retirements, attrition, and 
reductions. From the remarks I read that appeared in the 
ISU Report: "If we have the institutional will to make diffi-
cult decisions and reduce the scope of programs we can reduce the 
existing generalized situation of grossly inadequate departmental 
budgets." We were not excluding personal services budgets. 
We did not specify what cuts would happen. 
Senator White: Then we are to understand that by the word 
"reduction," that will include cuts to non-tenure track faculty 
and graduate assistantships, etc. 
President Wallace: We have said that the deans, chairs, college 
councils, and the Provost will look at this and decide what cuts 
can be made rationally. 
Senator White: I have no problem with that. It seems that is 
the type of review that is underway with your scope and mission 
review with the Presidential Advisory committee. However, the 
kinds of pressure that are upon the different colleges in making 
cuts, it doesn't seem to me that any of those cuts are being made 
rationally. They cannot be made according to the priorities 
that the committee is drawing up. The priorities will not apply 
for another year. 
President Wallace: Let me say that is exactly the kind of thing 
that we need to look at. This has got to be multi-year exercise. 
The point here is, let's give the chairs and deans an opportunity 
to weigh these things you are talking about and take them to the 
college councils. 
Senator White: Our morale is connected with programs and their 
integrity, as much as it is with raises. 
President Wallace: We need to give the deans time to work on 
this. Maybe we aren't communicating what is going on in Senate 
committees. We have been discussing budget concerns in Senate 
committees throughout this process. 
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Senator Tuttle: I just wanted to clarify the air a bit in your 
remarks about communicating with the committees of the Senate. 
We have had a lot of discussions about the budget. I recognize 
that as an accurate reflection. Hasn't the Budget committee 
reflected to you that it is their opinion that the money that 
is available for salary increases should be distributed almost 
entirely if not entirely through the ASPT system? I think that 
was the message that the committee tried to deliver to you. 
President Wallace: Dr. Strand will address this in his remarks. 
Senator Tuttle: But, hasn't the Budget committee conveyed this 
message to you? 
President Wallace: Yes. 
Senator Tuttle: I just wanted to clarify this. There has been 
input on an item that has not yet been recognized. 
Senator Razaki: The college deans and heads of departments are 
going to carry out a budget exercise. Once you come to conclu-
sions, you will come back to the Senate? 
President Wallace: I will address the Budget committee and the 
Executive committee of the Senate. I spoke of this in my 
February 12th remarks to the entire Senate. 
Senator Ritt: I have two questions. First, while I was listen-
ing to you, the first time you mentioned the use of funds, you 
referred to University resources, and the second time you 
referred to personal services funds. Does that mean that using 
resources other than personnel funds is within the scope of 
your consideration? 
President Wallace: It is my personal opinion that we should not 
be using non-personnel budgets. I think that our operational 
budgets are already strained. We have not put this restriction 
on the Vice Presidents. We have asked people at the department 
levels to do planning. 
Senator Ritt: Have the Vice President's all been asked to come 
up with the same percentage figure, or is there some differential 
relationship among the various vice presidents? 
President Wallace: Let me point out that there is a big differ-
ence between what we ask people to go out and target and what 
is actually allocated. We won't do it across the board. Even if 
we give 4.5% or go beyond it. It may be across the board in 
terms of the $150 increase. 
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Senator Ritt: So, it is quite possible then that some areas 
of the University might give up a greater percentage of their 
funds than other areas. 
President Wallace: You will remember that last Fall we gave a 
very small amount of money, one-third of a percent. The faculty 
received the greatest percentage of those personal services 
dollars. 
Senator Ritt: Then, I take it that you would not object to that 
continuing? 
President Wallace: No. 
Senator Collier: When you first came here as President, you 
very correctly recognized that one of our problems was too 
many students and too few faculty, and we entered into a program 
of enrollment reduction to make loads of faculty more equitable. 
This process has continued to the present, but has not yet 
reached its logical result. You also correctly identified that 
there is a problem with salaries which we would all like to see 
something done about. It is also true that after two rounds of 
decisions, there will be an impact on academic programs, which 
will affect loads and numbers of students in classes. Which is 
more important, the enrollment reduction, and the improvement of 
the educational quality; or salary increases? 
President Wallace: I don't see how financial arrangements with 
the enrollment reduction based on the number of students can be 
compared to raises. Enrollment reduction is getting dollars in 
tax money for every tuition dollar reduced. Reduction will go on 
regardless of the raises. There is no connection in terms of tax 
dollars. 
Senator Collier: I wasn't implying that. 
President Wallace: If we go back to the beginning, we modeled 
the five year reduction on the reduction of student/faculty 
ratios from 22/1 down to 18/1. Obviously that projection did 
not take into consideration the number of dollars available at 
this time. We could not predict what money would be available. 
There are ways to minimize the impact given our circumstances. 
What is the profile of our classes? How often do we have to 
offer a certain section? We could streamline the delivery of 
instruction. 
Senator Collier: We seem to be taking more away from ourselves. 
It is exacerbating because of the underfunding from the State. 
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President Wallace: That's true. And I think that is what 
people are talking about. I think we also need to acknowledge 
that there are some faculty who might not agree with that. 
One of the mistakes of higher education is to cut back on 
scope. Do we want to do fewer things? 
Senator Walker: You have stated that you would prefer the 
Vice Presidents not to use operational funds to come up with 
the dollars, but to use personnel budgets. Is that correct? 
President Wallace: Things like commodities, equipment, travel 
money, etc. are already so tight that they are hesitant to use 
other funds. A number of reports in generalities state that 
departments do not want to cannibalize their revenues. 
Senator Walker: So pressure will be exerted to take the money 
from personnel lines, not from operational funds? 
President Wallace: Yes. 
Senator Walker: Senator Ritt addressed this. You have asked 
all vice presidents, including Provost Strand on the Academic 
side, to also look at the magnitude of dollars that will be 
cut from their areas. will we have the right to cut from some 
vice presidential units more than others? Who will make that 
decision? 
President Wallace: I will. 
Senator Zeidenstein: For the current year that we are in now, 
cutbacks will be coming March 2nd, and there wouldn't be any 
time for these cutbacks to go through the process of priority 
cutting. The kinds of concerns that department chairs have are 
that they have students who are going to be registering in a 
matter of weeks, and they don't know whether they will have 
classes for them, come summer or fall. They are looking at 
more than simply an exercise; they are looking at chaos for 
summer and fall classes. Maybe what we need is a clear 
demarcation between what may happen in summer or fall or next 
spring versus the impact of what may happen starting in FY93. 
President Wallace: Next year is FY93. The exercise we are 
going through is for next July 1, (FY93). Keep in mind that 
we have some variables. We don't know what tuition is going 
to be. We don't know what the General Assembly is going to 
give us. We may have another cut. All we can possibly do 
is take what we control and handle it the best that we can. 
We have a number of scenarios to work with. We won't know 
until July 1st. What we control is very limited. We really 
don't know which one will occur. 
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Senator Zeidenstein: There are at least four months between 
now and July 1. From what I understand, the proposals have 
to be in the Provost Office by March 2. That is not very 
much time. The rationale that underlies this -- couldn't 
the whole thing be postponed for a year so that each depart-
ment could plan their priorities and be able to plan and 
establish their budgets. A scenario that says "Something is 
going to happen, and nobody is sure what." Most people 
assume the worst. Most people imagine, we don't know what 
is going to happen, but whatever it is will be pretty damn 
bad. 
President Wallace: Nothing is final yet. 
Provost Strand: I have had several discussions with the 
deans and they will have until March 2nd to respond to the 
analysis of what a 4.5% salary increase would do to their 
budgets. We have asked the deans two questions. One, do 
you wish to recommend an FY92 salary adjustment above the 4.5% 
figure recommended by President Wallace in his comments to the 
faculty and staff on February 12th. Secondly, if you should 
respond no to the first question, please indicate the types of 
programmatic consequences that a 4.5% raise would create in your 
college or unit. Those answers are to come back Monday of next 
week. Based on that information, then I would be prepared to 
discuss with the President and Vice Presidents the consequences 
of the 4.5% exercise, as well as the damages that will be suf-
fered. We will proceed from that point. We will decide what 
is the logical course of action. That fact-finding or data-
gathering exercise is what is contributing to some of the 
questions this evening. 
Senator Zeidenstein: At what point, if any, will there be 
an allowance for feedback, say at the department chair level? 
will there be time for departments to have input on this? 
Provost Strand: That process should be going on right at this 
point in time. On the day of the President's speech to faculty 
and staff, February 12, Deans knew that morning, in general 
terms, what the President was going to say. The Deans are 
supposed to provide information in cooperation with department 
chairs of how they would implement reallocations within their 
departments. That review process has been in effect about two 
weeks now. 
Senator Cook: President Wallace, in your address to the faculty 
and in the quoted remarks in the ISU Report, you specifically 
mentioned three sources of possible savings: (1) resignations, 
which tend to be somewhat limited; (2) program limitations; 
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and (3) loss of personnel lines. It is my understanding from 
previous experience, that when we have an academic program in 
place we are to some extent committed to the fact that students 
who are already enrolled in that program will (within a reason-
able number of years) be able to graduate. I am therefore 
saying, are there non-academic programs that could be curtailed 
to such an extent that we would have savings available by next 
July? Academic programs will probably not give us many savings 
in that regard. 
President Wallace: We did eliminate the University Museums, and 
Photo Services is targeted to be eliminated this summer. 
Senator Cook: 
this 4.5%? 
will they provide a sUbstantial proportion of 
President Wallace: No. 
Senator Cook: But reduction in lines will probably bear the 
brunt of it. 
President Wallace: There is some money to be gained in natural 
attrition. At the present time there are two bills for early 
retirement in the legislature. We are talking about postponing 
replacement of positions, not talking about huge layoffs of 
people. It would be more of a hiring freeze. 
Senator Cook: Some of the descriptions of the early retirement 
bills indicate that they would be an additional cost to the 
university's personnel lines, depending upon how they were 
finally worded. That would be a burden rather than a blessing 
from a budget point of view. 
President Wallace: (unintelligible) 
Senator Sadeghian: After hearing the proposal, I fail to see 
the logic behind it. It is like asking the faculty to choose 
between two of their children, and the administration then 
boasts: "There, we are giving you the option. We have drawn up 
a proposal." What kind of proposal is this? 
Senator Walker: I appreciate your trying to get me more money, 
personally. But, professionally, I think it is one of the 
dumbest ideas I have ever seen. You don't make cuts during 
a recision in programs when the meat cleaver comes down and 
those who run the fastest don't get cut. You make cuts when 
things are good and you have quality programs. Now, I am uncom-
fortable, but I am satisfied with Vice President and Provost 
Strand's making cuts in his units. I would like to ask the 
Vice President that is not here, Jim Alexander, how much will 
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be cut from his budget. I will ask Vice President Gurowitz 
how much will be cut from his area to help fund this project. 
Can you do it? Are there dollars there? 
Vice President Gurowitz: We will be able to identify funds to do 
this. The department heads are going over funds now to see what 
it would mean to programs and activities. In terms of Student 
Affairs money, much of that money is Bond Revenue or Student Fees 
rather than General Revenue Appropriated dollars. There is not a 
lot to be mined. We do not have a lot of General Revenue dollars. 
President Wallace: Can you remember when the last good year was? 
Senator Walker: When I first came here in 1980, it has been 
downhill since then. 
President Wallace: Faculty morale has been low because there 
have been three of the last five years there have been zero 
percent increases for those years. Another year it was only 2%. 
There are people out there who are seriously looking at other 
jobs. If the administration came up with a plan to not have a 
raise, it would have been another type of problem. The universi-
ty community may come back and say we want to be the only school 
in the state that doesn't get a raise. 
Senator Touhy: Fees and tuition are being raised, but services 
and programs are being cut. Where do the students benefit in 
all of this? We are concerned from the student perspective. 
President Wallace: During the 1980's, funding in constant dol-
lars for ISU was decreased by 8.5 million dollars. Illinois was 
49th in the country during the 1980's in increased tax support 
for higher education. Students should direct their anger at the 
legislature. The IBHE productivity studies were to examine 
priorities and see how expenditure patterns in a number of budget 
areas could be changed. until the tax structure in Illinois is 
changed, very little can be done. 
Senator Touhy: Is it beneficial to have the enrollment reduction 
program right now? 
President Wallace: What you would have is about 1,500 to 1,600 
more students, but the same amount of money. You would have to 
have more sections of courses for more students. 
Senator Touhy: Is it defeating its purpose? 
President Wallace: The State took back its $1.9 million dollars 
January 1st. 
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Senator Baer: I have two comments. A delay of a salary increase 
is not a delay, but a loss of a salary increase. Secondly, it 
seems to me that many of my colleagues are making the assumption 
that a reduction in personnel affects the integrity of programs. 
It doesn't have to be that way. We have to look at our programs. 
We have to look at the way we administer the programs, and have 
to come up with more effective ways to do things. If we can do 
things effectively with fewer people, then perhaps we should. 
What I am suggesting is that we deserve a raise, and do not have 
to affect the integrity of our programs to get a raise. 
Senator DeRousse: This may be a myth going around campus, but 
many students have asked me: that Illinois State University 
is the lowest funded school in the state per capita. 
President Wallace: 
During the 1980's, 
in the state. Two 
were at ISU. Yet 
We are the second lowest in the State. 
ISU had 61% of the total enrollment growth 
thousand of the three thousand new students 
our funding decreased by 8.5 million dollars. 
Senator Sadeghian: How much is the administration contributing 
to this? Who is in charge of it? 
President Wallace: 
charge of this. 
Anything is possible. Dr. Strand is in 
Senator Zeidenstein: In the hypothetical scenario of a 4.5% 
state increase, would that necessarily obviate through realloca-
tion exercise, or would it be a matter of continuing the 4.5% 
exercise. Or, would it no longer be necessary if we got 4.5% 
from the State. 
President Wallace: We could go above 4.5% if we had the funds. 
Since we don't, it is not our intention to go above the 4.5%. 
Senator Zeidenstein: If, hypothetically, the state gave us a 
4.5% increase. At that point, would it be possible for depart-
ment personnel to take back a section or two that they had to 
give up? 
President Wallace: Hypothetically, yes. We have had discus-
sions with everyone concerning this. 
Senator Zeidenstein: The fall registration books are printed. 
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PROVOST'S REMARKS: 
Provost Strand: I have three topics. First of all with regard 
to the possibility of a FY93 salary adjustment at the 4.5% level 
to how that might implemented, I have been discussing this possi-
bility with the deans and with President Wallace for a couple of 
weeks and I recommended to the deans and to the President that 
the following approach to be taken or considered. Both the 
President and the deans have accepted this recommendation as a 
way in which we might approach the 4.5% exercise. The $150 one 
time payment will be made across the board. The annualization of 
the $150, or a $300 addition to the base salary will again be 
made across the board. This is being made primarily to offset 
an increase in health insurance premiums. with regard to the 3% 
salary adjustment which will be a part of the 4.5% total, with 
respect to civil Service and AlP employees, we would use the 
regular process. with regard to the faculty, it has been my 
recommendation and it has been accepted and endorsed by the other 
parties that 2% of this be allocated through the ASPT process, as 
an exception to X.A.l. of the ASPT document if no appropriated 
funds are available for salary increases. What this says, in 
essence, is that X.A.l. does not require that the University 
distribute this money through the ASPT process since it is not 
new appropriated funding. But an exception can be made if there 
is no appropriated money available. The final 1% of the 2% 
would then be administered through the administrative equity 
process which has been part of the salary package for the last 
several years. That is the way in which the 4.5% salary package 
might be allocated across the various groups of employees. 
Topic two is the early retirement initiative. Reference has 
been made in the discussion this evening about the 5 + 5 
program or the early retirement initiative. The Senate 
should be aware that the Illinois Board of Higher Education 
as part of its proposals for action at next week's meeting 
has an alternative to the early retirement initiative which 
calls for adding two years of service credit rather than five. 
It calls for no employee payment, rather than 50% employee 
payment. It calls for a 55 year of age threshold instead of 
50. The other parts are similar to the 5 + 5 program; a sign 
up in the fall by October 31st, faculty members would be 
expected to complete the academic year unless granted an 
exception by the President of the institution. Other indivi-
duals would be expected to retire December 31, 1992, unless 
requested to continue on by the President. There are some 
variations in the IBHE approach from the legislation initially 
proposed in the General Assembly. 
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The final topic is summer school. The impact of the recision 
on the summer school will result in approximately a twenty per-
cent reduction in classes and courses. There is a variation 
by college. In those colleges that have been hit the hardest 
by the summer school reduction through the recision, deans are 
attempting to restore funds that are made available through 
variance dollars as those variance dollars become available 
between now and the start of summer school. Overall, the 
impact of the recision on the summer session is that about 
one fifth of the seats will not be available. 
senator Zeidenstein: Provost Strand, do you know that I 
respectfully but firmly disagree with you in terms of 
that 2% of the 3% would be looked as exception of X. A. 1. 
of the ASPT document which states: "the Provost shall make 
known to the URC the amount of funds available for salary 
increases to faculty subject to the ASPT system." That 
refers to the minimum amount of money apppropriated by the 
General Assembly. I interpret that minimum includes funds 
from non-appropriated. Mr. Provost, I disagree with your 
statement. 
Provost Strand: I thoroughly understand your statement. 
I respectfully disagree with your interpretation, since I 
was a part of the group that drafted the current policy. 
Senator Manns: Can you tell us what departments are 
being cut? Some students are planning to graduate in August, 
and depend on summer school classes to finish school. 
Provost Strand: The summer session course book went to press 
before the Governor announced his recision. The summer session 
book does contain some errors. I do not have the specific 
information with me tonight as to which departments will be 
affected. I have asked each dean to provide information as to 
the loss of credit hours in their colleges. Each dean has gone 
through this exercise. If you are anticipating enrolling in 
summer school, I would suggest you check with your department. 
We are painfully aware of students who are affected by this 
and unfortunate circumstances such as inability to graduate. 
Once again, I would suggest that your anger, frustration, agony, 
over this be impressed upon people off campus, namely your 
elected officials. These people need to know what consequence 
comes from imposing recisions on an institution when more than 
50% of the fiscal year has passed. This recision came after 
we were into the Spring semester and there was very little 
financial flexibility and summer session was one of the few 
areas where we could make adjustments. All other funds were 
already encumbered. We are painfully aware of this and cer-
tainly sympathize with the students. 
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senator Razaki: Out of the 4.5%, 1.5% is across the board, 
about 2% is through the ASPT process. Why does the admin-
istration want to withhold 1% from the ASPT process? 
If there is money outside of the ASPT process, what is the 
reason for the administration using it outside of the process, 
other than favoritism? 
Provost strand: I take exception to your reference to favorit-
ism. Let me give you , one example. Matching offers cannot 
be addressed through the ASPT process. There is a fine line 
that does not allow us to match offers from other institutions 
in a timely manner. Faculty and departments themselves will 
recommend that something be done to retain a given faculty mem-
ber. The ASPT document is not responsive to that. That is one 
of the primary ways in which a college dean can respond. Such 
offers are given to those who are highly regarded in the depart-
ment. 
Senator Razaki: So, why don't you let the departments decide 
on offers that are outside the ASPT process, not the deans and 
the chairpersons. We are well aware of what faculty members 
are worth. I do not see that happening fairly. Maybe there 
should be a set of guidelines about matching offers. 
Provost Strand: I was part of a joint committee which several 
years ago recommended a matching offer concept to the university 
community. That committee was composed of faculty members, 
University Review committee members, and others. That proposal 
got as far as the floor of the Academic Senate and was defeated 
by the Academic Senate. At this point, Deans have to work 
outside the ASPT process to try to respond to this circumstance. 
We would be happy to see changes in the ASPT process which would 
minimize this problem. 
Senator Razaki: Is this remaining 1% totally for matching 
offers? 
Provost Strand: No. It is to be used for a number of purposes 
that would be agreed upon by the deans working with the chairs. 
Senator Walker: with the Chair's permission, as Chair of the 
Faculty Committee, I would like to yield the floor to a non-
senator, Dr. Chris Eisele, who is Chair of the University 
Review Committee. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: If there are no objections from the 
Senate, we will hear Dr. Eisele. 
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Dr. Chris Eisele: I am here as Chair of the University Review 
Committee, which reports to the Senate on matters of the ASPT 
Document. I respectfully disagree here with Provost Strand's 
interpretation. I have recently read all of the discussions 
and debates when X.A.I. was passed by the Senate, and it 
seems to be relatively clear that it focussed only on the 
issue that the if money was found when the Provost was 
allocating salaries; that it was to be distributed to groups 
of faculty, not given to individual faculty members. I don't 
think there was anything in that discussion or in the ASPT 
Handbook that suggests it is necessary to have an exception 
to X.A.l. to use the ASPT system. I think it would be a 
bad policy decision to use an exception to the ASPT system 
for the allocation of funds for salaries. 
Secondly, this is a question for Provost Strand: When you 
spoke of administrative equity, was that referring to X.IO.C. 
"Personal service funds, other than the salary increase funds 
defined in X.A.I., may be utilized as supplemental salary in-
creases for individual faculty members covered by the ASPT 
system. The Dean, with prior approval of the affected 
department's DFSC, shall recommend such salary increases to 
the Provost. Half of such increases shall come from the Depart-
ment's salary equity funds allocated under article V.F." 
(This is located at the top of page 23.) Is that the section 
you are using to distribute money through the administrative 
equity process? 
Provost Strand: X.A.l. talks about funds appropriated by the 
General Assembly. What we are talking about here and, as we have 
in the past, is funds which are not appropriated by the General 
Assembly which are utilized for faculty salary adjustments. 
You will recall that in previous years, recommendations by the 
General Assembly were for a 3% increase and that by agreement it 
was stretched to 3.19% or 3.24%. The difference between #% and 
3.19% or 3.24% was between the funds actually appropriated by the 
General Assembly and those that were finally allocated for salary 
adjustments. 
Dr. Chris Eisele: X.A.l. speaks of "the personal service funds 
appropriated by the State legislature for that year. The Provost 
may distribute additional funds outside the ASPT system for 
designated categories of faculty." Those funds are not from 
Springfield. The second statement regarding additional funds 
outside the system is the criteria you are using. Your second 
statement that these offers come from the dean's recommendations. 
I think that is not permissible. I think this complicates the 
use of funds that way. In the last line it says: "Half of such 
increases shall come from the Department's salary equity funds 
allocated under article V.F." The exception you created was 
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that administrative equity is separate from the ASPT system. 
Senator Young: It kind of astonishes me the interpretation of 
X.A.l. The wording seems to be very straight forward, 
"the Provost shall make known to the URe the amount of funds 
available for salary increases to faculty subject to the ASPT 
system." That's it. It then goes on to define a minimum, but 
does not define a maximum. If salary increase money were to corne 
from reallocations, the document clearly covers that. It covers 
the funds available for salary increases. 
Provost Strand: Let me comment. When X.A.l. was written, 
there was no thought that there would ever be a year in which 
the General Assembly would not appropriate funds for salaries. 
You have honest differences of opinion over what X.A.l. means. 
In the past it has been used to describe those funds for 
salaries appropriated by the General Assembly, but what the 
institution produced or stretched beyond that was handled 
differently. We have a policy statement that is not as 
responsive to the environment as it was previously. 
Senator White: Where, within the 2% or 1% is the wet promo-
tion money for merit equity and market equity? 
Provost Strand: 
this process. 
Neither. Wet promotion money is outside 
Senator White: Where do merit equity and market equity fit 
in? 
Provost Strand: There are three types of market equity adjust-
ments. One is where the department decides that it wants to do 
in an equity process, generally related to market conditions in 
the discipline. Sometimes departments link with colleges in a 
comprehensive equity study. 
Senator White: What about the l%? 
Provost Strand: Well, it could be done within the ASPT 
process. There is a section in the document that speaks to 
that. There are then, the counter offers, that I mentioned 
earlier to Senator Razaki, which are not addressed adequately 
in the ASPT document. The third is an affirmative action 
adjustment which we have not had in recent years. We did 
this five or six years ago. 
Senator Zeidenstein: Even if I accepted the historical 
context explanation that provided your interpretation of 
X.A.l., we should go on the basis of the words as written 
in the document. Secondly, if this body ever gets a 
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document for its consideration and approval, that says as 
an exception to X.A.l., I would plead with you never to pass 
that or you would set a precedent for undercutting the document 
that we now have. 
Vice President for Student Affairs, William Gurowitz, had no 
remarks. 
Vice President Alexander had an excused absence. 
ACTION ITEMS 
1. Proposed Academic senate Meeting Calendar for July -
December, 1992 
XXIII-41 Motion by DeRousse (Second, Touhy) to approve Academic Senate 
Meeting Calendar for July-December, 1992, carried on a voice 
vote. 
Senator Tuttle: For the Academic Senate Budget Committee 
reported on the curriculum proposals presented by the Academic 
Affairs Committee. The Budget Committee was asked to make 
a comment on each of these items from a budgetary perspective. 
I would like to explain what we did, and what we found out, 
and provide information on each of these programs. The 
Budget Committee met and asked me to prepare a questionnaire 
to be mailed to department chairs, asking about the budgetary 
implications of their proposed program. Since the proposals 
all stated, "no new resources," chairs were asked: what they 
would not be able to provide (major courses, service courses, 
university studies courses, etc.). What we were trying to 
get at with that question, is an honest statement by a chair 
that if the program is approved, then in order to do that, 
here is what we would take from someplace else to do it. 
Most of these proposals said no new funds required. We just 
wanted to test that to see if it was true. The second ques-
tion asked: In view of the changing economic environment 
(State of Illinois and ISU internal) is this proposal still a 
priority for your department. That was essentially a yes 
or no question. For all of the proposals you have before 
you as action items this evening, the chair of their depart-
ment answered "yes." It is still a priority item. 
The Budget Committee had difficulty planning a meeting, 
and I was to sent out the questionnaires, get the answers, 
disseminate them to the budget committee members, and if 
they had concerns they were to let me know, and somehow 
or another we would magically find a time to meet. I did 
not get any requests to meet, and I checked with two members 
specifically, and they felt it was not necessary to meet. 
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Therefore, I am providing the information for the departments. 
The first program: Department of Health Sciences, Health 
Education Program - Minor in Community Health. In reply 
to question one on "no new resources needed,": Nothing - all 
courses offered to minor and also a part of the major program. 
There will not be any additional sections and people will be in 
the courses presently in the program. It appears to 
me and the rest of the Budget Committee that this really does 
mean no new resources, nor any reallocation of resources. 
The second program: Japanese Studies. I want to thank 
Chairperson Alice Berry for an extended response, certainly 
far reaching beyond what any other Chair has done. You may 
wish to add to the brief interpretation that I will give. 
We did raise questions at the last Senate meeting about the 
no new resources, when it appeared that somebody's time might 
have to be reallocated to do this. In the reply it is pointed 
out that there is 1.S FTE committed to that minor, just as it 
is to some other minors in the department and that seemed suf-
ficient for the other minors and probably would be for this one. 
If there is any effect in having the one individual, Dr. Roger 
Thomas, teach the additional course that is needed it would 
possibly in a worse-case scenario mean one less section of 
Japanese I, of which there are apparently now several sections. 
Dr. Alice Berry: Currently the department offers three sections. 
It may mean that we might only be able to offer two. Students 
could pursue a third year for credit, which is extremely impor-
tant for language studies. 
Senator Young. Are the three sections closed now? 
Dr. Alice Berry: Yes. In the fall there were 25 students in one 
class, 21 in another, and 30 in another. In the spring there are 
two in one, 21 in another, and 28 in another. 
Senator Tuttle: It seems to me that we are talking about reallo-
cation of one section for another. Assuming that this is not 
going to lead to requests for additional resources, this does 
not require additional resources. 
There are four new programs from the Department of Art. Chair 
of the department, Ron Mottram, replied on these programs. 
Replies to question one on "no new resources": "Approval of 
the BFA will have no impact on other courses. The expansion of 
credit hour requirements is based on courses that already exist 
in the curriculum. Making the Graphic Design Program into a 
separate sequence has no impact on other courses. The sequence 
utilizes existing courses. The changes are essentially ones 
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involving sequencing and pre-requisites. Separating Art History 
from the Studio Sequence will have no impact on other courses. 
It simply rationalizes the Art History program by setting pre-
requisites and a more defined sequencing of courses students will 
take. Making the new Studio Arts sequence a separate sequence 
allows better control of pre-requisites and the various concen-
trations offered within the sequence. It has no impact on the 
department's other course offerings. No new resources would be 
needed for any of the programs. 
Senator Sadeghian: What about question two, about where it is 
still a priority. 
Senator Tuttle: The Art Department answered "yes" to question 
two concerning the priority of the proposals. 
aIII-42 2. Approval of Health Education Program for a Minor in 
Community Health 
Senator Ritt: I move approval of the Department of Health 
Sciences - Health Education Program Minor in community Health. 
(Second, Whitacre) Motion carried on a voice vote. 
~III-43 3. Approval of Department of Foreign Language Minor 
in Japanese studies 
Senator Ritt: I move approval of the Department of Foreign 
Languages Minor in Japanese Studies (Second, White). 
Motion carried on a voice vote. 
4. Department of Art - New studio Arts Sequence 
5. Department of Art - Art History Sequence 
6. Department of Art - New Graphic Design Sequence 
XIII-44 Senator Ritt: I would like to recommend approval of all three 
of the Department of Art Proposals: The New Studio Arts 
Sequence; the Art History Sequence; and the creation of a New 
Graphic Design Sequence (Second, Stearns). Motion carried on 
a voice vote. 
Academic Senate recessed for twenty minutes. (9:10 p.m.) 
INFORMATION ITEMS 
Senator Ritt: Before I proceed, I would like to call attention 
to an inadvertent ommission of the Department of Communication 
Proposal for a Professional Public Relations Sequence which was 
distributed to the Senate in the previous packet and to which 
I made reference on Page Nine of the Minutes of February 12, 
1992. I would like unanimous consent to include that as an 
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Information Item between Items Two and Three on the Agenda. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: If there is no objection, we will add 
this to the agenda tonight. 
Senator White: I object. This item was not on the agenda, 
and I am not prepared to discuss it. We already have a full 
agenda for this evening. 
Senator Ritt: I would call attention to the fact that in my 
remarks during committee reports at the last Senate meeting, 
I informed the Senate that these items would be coming up for 
information at this meeting. The items were part of the dis-
tribution of the material that went out for the last meeting. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: According to the Senate Rules, we need 
unanimous consent to add an item to the agenda. That item 
cannot be added tonight. We apologize to the Department of 
Communication. 
1. Academic Affairs committee Proposal for Bachelor of 
Fine Arts 
Dr. Ron Mottram, Chairperson of Fine Arts was available for 
questions. 
Senator Zeidenstein: On the first page, I don't see any 
signature for approval by the Teacher Education Councilor 
the University curriculum Committee. Has this proposal been 
approved? 
Senator Ritt: It has been approved by the University curri-
culum Committee. 
Senator Zeidenstein: Are there any additional dollars involved? 
Dr. Ron Mottram: No. 
Senator Tuttle: The Budget Committee received a reply. 
The courses are there. Therefore, there will be no budget 
impact. I have one question that might cause budgetary 
implications. The proposal states: "to add 9 semester 
hours of 300-level studio and studio-related courses to the 
BFA degree." Does that mean more courses in the department? 
Dr. Ron Mottram: No. All of the additional hours are in 
courses already offered in the departmental curriculum. 
Senator Cook: We heard the Academic Plan a few meetings ago, 
and it included program reviews from the College of Fine Arts. 
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I have the recollection that there were remarks to the effect 
that studios were under considerable stress -- lack of space 
and lack of resources. Are they going to be able to absorb 
the additional enrollment without rehabilitation? 
Dr. Ron Mottram: There is no additional enrollment. The change 
is essentially motivated by the curriculum committee. The 
changes will bring us in line with department and accreditation 
agencies. 
Senator Cook: By no additional enrollment, do you mean no 
additional majors, or no additional student contact hours 
within the department. 
Dr. Ron Mottram: There are additional student hours within the 
program, but there are no additional students. The BFA program 
is quite small. 
Dr. Catherine Batsche: The BFA program currently enrolls 19 
students. Only four students graduated with 149 or less hours. 
Senator Zeidenstein: This is a followup question. Is the 
amount of time in existing facilities going to be a problem. 
Somewhere down the road, will there have to be reservation 
requests for studios simply because there are only 24 hours in 
a day? When you have more students who have to use a studio, 
will they not be more crowded? 
Dr. Ron Mottram: No. We distributed a sheet this evening 
that shows the number of hours. 
senator Baer: I have a question regarding the total number 
of hours. On the first page yOu state, "To meet this 72 hour 
requirement would mean adding 15 semester hours in studio art to 
the current program, creating a 135-hour degree, which would be 
unacceptable to the Department, the University and the Board of 
Regents." Then you make this compromise which you are able 
to get the accrediting agency to accept so that the program goes 
on the books as requiring 129 hours; but in fact students still 
have to take a 135-hour major. 
Dr. Ron Mottram: No. 
Senator Baer: It says: " •.. but with the understanding that the 
BFA will continue to require students to work with a faculty 
member for four semesters on a non-credit basis in preparation 
for the BFA exhibition. For purposes of accreditation, NASAD 
will assume that the preparation and exhibition will be equiva-
lent to six semester hours of work, without requiring that the 6 
hours appear in the catalog copy for the degree program." I am 
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not sure that students will believe that it is not a l35-hour 
program. 
Dr. Ron Mottram: There is no way to prepare students for the 
enormous number of hours that are required. The demands of 
NASAD, the accrediting agency, have to be met. 
Senator Hesse: Isn't it the case, that students are already 
this many hours, but not receiving credit for them. 
Dr. Ron Mottram: There are only four students without 129 hours, 
and one student has as many as 188 hours. 
2. Academic Affairs committee Proposal for Philosophy: 
Minor in Religious Studies 
Senator Tuttle: The Budget committee did not receive a reply 
from the Philosophy Department. 
Senator Collier: (Acting Chair of the Philosophy Department) 
There would be no budgetary implications because all of the 
courses are already being taught. Many are in other depart-
ments, but the program is administratively housed in the 
Department of Philosophy. 
Senator Tuttle: Is that making additional demands on other 
departments. 
Dr. Kenton Machina: 
They are re-focusing, 
It is an IDS course. 
Shields. 
Judaism is taught once every other year. 
rather than adding another course. 
The proposal was written by Professor 
Senator Tuttle: will the English Department have to give up 
anything to teach this course? 
Dr. Kenton Machina: The English Department Chair, Dr. Harris, 
assured us that Professor Shields already does this. 
Senator Walker: Do they have letters of endorsement from those 
other departments saying that they are willing to support this? 
Dr. Kenton Machina: Yes. They are attached to the proposal. 
3. University Studies Review committee Document 
Senator Ritt: The Academic Affairs Committee is presenting 
tonight the University Studies Review Committee statement 
of Objectives, which was distributed to you under a cover 
letter to me from Robert Stefl, of the Council on University 
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studies. In your material, you have a letter from Professor 
Borg, who is Chair of the University studies Review Committee. 
We discussed this, and upon my insistence, Professor Borg will 
discuss the Objectives statement with you. 
Dr. Paul Borg: As you are aware, the University set in motion 
approximately two years ago the process of reviewing the 
University studies portion of the baccalaureate program at the 
University. Our committee was formed in May of 1990, with a 
four-part charge by the Provost. First, we were to review 
the national literature on general studies programs, and to 
develop a philosophy for university studies at Illinois state 
University. This we did, and the Academic Senate approved 
that on March 13th of last year. The second part of the charge 
was to develop objectives for that university studies program. 
This is the draft proposal that you have before you. Assuming 
these are approved by the Academic Senate, we are then to 
proceed and compare what we offer through university studies 
with the philosophy and objectives to see how well or better 
we are doing, and if not to come up with some sort of a program. 
The process we have used in developing the document has been 
fairly lengthy, but we think rather complete. We have canvassed 
opinions throughout the campus, and solicited information from 
beyond the campus. The objectives themselves are meant for the 
entire program unlike the current description of the present 
university studies program which are meant as a major core of 
courses. The objectives we propose are routed in the Statement 
of Philosophy and are meant to elaborate some on the intent of 
the Philosophy. The actual structure at the present time is 
what you have before you tonight. Are there any questions 
about the document. 
Senator Tuttle: I have a question for clarification. On page 
four, Global, I read at the top number ten, where it says: 
"and the emerging common civilization of the contemporary world 
community." Then I relate this in my mind to item e. which 
states: "discuss the events, values, and ideals that contribute 
to an emerging world civilization." I am not quite sure there 
is an emerging world civilization. 
Senator Ritt: We raised this question in the committee, and 
were assured that there was. 
Dr. Paul Borg: It is now possible from many of the offices 
on this campus to communicate with similar offices throughout 
the world on communications systems that have been set up over 
the past twenty years. There is something about the world 
that goes beyond national boundaries. The document intends 
to anticipate or at least allow for changes in the program. 
An entirely unified world culture may not emerge. 
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senator Walker: Don't confuse the words culture and civiliza-
tion. You are interchanging them, and they are not synonymous 
terms. Culture does not necessarily imply civilization. Also, 
a civilization could include many cultures. 
senator Tuttle: I am still puzzled. I have trouble visualizing 
a satellite uplink and downlink as anything approximating a world 
civilization. I was in Australia, and I saw the marvelous 
technology communicating with the outback for educational pur-
poses via satellites that we put up for the Auzzies. But, I 
have trouble imagining that as a world civilization. 
Dr. Ron Fortune: There is a difference between cultures and 
concepts. (unintelligible) 
Senator Tuttle: I guess I might understand something like 
an emerging appreciation of the status as it changes the charac-
teristics of the civilizations in the world. But, I would have 
trouble calling that emerging world civilizations. 
Dr. Paul Borg: Perhaps I should introduce the other members of 
the committee who are here: Dr. Roy Austensen, Provost's Staff; 
Macon Williams, Psychology; Ron Fortune, English; and Derek 
McCracken from Biology. 
Dr. Roy Austensen: As we engage in these discussions of study 
around the world, we see over the past few years that the curric-
ulum in schools in Europe, Africa, Asia, Latin America has become 
more and more alike. What children are learning in schools is 
more alike than ever before allover the world. What we are 
trying to express here is that our new curriculum must be open to 
the consequences of all of this communication that is taking 
place. Our curriculum needs to be open enough to adjust to the 
changes. The new communications are bringing us all closer 




I am still troubled with how unilateral this 
Senator Zeidenstein: I have two copies of this, the one that 
came in the Senate packet, and also one I received months ago. 
It appears to be identical. They both have the same dates. 
The cover letter also has the same date, November 12. Am I 
correct in assuming that the November 12th cover letter to 
deans, department chairs, and other interested parties is the 
same as the Senate copy. 
Senator Borg: Yes. We sent the proposal to "interested 
parties." 
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Senator Zeidenstein: Then there are no differences. 
Did you know that if by this you mean the intercommunications 
and rapid communications and what justifies common civiliza-
tion, never mind world community, then it seems to me that 
item number ten ought to refer to the effects of instant world 
communication. Instead of saying emerging civilizations, say 
something like world community. If you mean the effects of 
communication, then say communication. You could even mention 
CNN if you want. As far as the examples you gave, I would call 
to your attention, if you think there is an emerging civilization 
about a decade ago ESPN carried Australian football. It doesn't 
do it any more. Lots of things are not emerging. 
Dr. Borg: I might mention that Esparanto never caught on either. 
Senator Zeidenstein: Correct. Or soccer in this country. 
Would you consider revising number ten to refer clearly to an 
instant media or worldwide communication network in lieu of the 
term you are using? 
Dr. Borg: No. 
Senator Zeidenstein: On Page One, Item C, "explain the relevance 
of science and technology to problems connected with the quality 
of individual and societal life." For those who have had the 
benefit of a CATSCAN, would you consider the following amendment: 
"explain the relevance of science and technology to problems and 
benefits connected with the quality of individual and societal 
life." 
Dr. Borg: Off the top of my head, I don't see why that would be 
necessary. 
Senator Zeidenstein: The way it reads now, science and technolo-
gy bring nothing but problems. 
Dr. Borg: Inasmuch as problems are opportunities, it need not 
follow that the implication is negative. It could be positive. 
I think you are reading too much into this. 
Senator Walker: The University Studies Review Committee will 
address that issue before the next Senate meeting. We may not 
change it, but we will look at it. 
Senator Sadeghian: One of my first thoughts when I saw this, 
especially in light of the earlier discussion this evening on 
budget cuts, we should keep in mind how one affects the other. 
How will they work together. I welcome a global understanding 
of the world in our university studies. But, if programs are 
going to be cut, we need to know how one will affect the other. 
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Dr. Borg: I can assure you that those very questions weigh 
very heavily on the committee. At the deliberations, we 
have considered as much implication on students. That is a 
thought we will have to address. 
Senator Walker: If indeed this does pass the Senate, then 
our next step will be to look at the existing programs and 
in that analysis we will look at the current cost and if it 
needs to be modified or changed, look at what those potential 
costs would be. That is part of our charge. That will be 
addressed. The objectives themselves are the objectives 
for general education at Illinois state University, disregarding 
what program you are considering. 
Senator Cook: I have a question of interpretation. I had 
similar concerns to Dr. Tuttle on page four. But I seem to 
be the only person who was perplexed about Item 5, C, on page 
two. Considering my strong interest in professional ethics, 
it embarrasses me to have to ask what the ethical implications 
of learning in one's personal and public lives are. 
Dr. Borg: The committee considered this a number of times. 
There are some things that a program can foster. One of which 
is understanding what the nature of learning is. It is not 
what you have learned, but by being an educated person, there 
are certain ethical implications to that. The individual, 
you will recall, is the focus of the liberal arts portion of 
the general education program. 
Senator Cook: I think that I understand this now. 
Senator Nelsen: What sort of time line do you project for 
completing this and bringing it before the Senate? The 
Philosophy and Objectives are fine, but until we get to the 
actual implementation of them, we will not know what changes 
are to be made. This has been window dressing so far, when 
will we get to the meat of the program, the actual recommenda-
tions? 
Dr. Borg: We plan to conduct the next portion of our deliber-
ations in a similar fashion to what we have done so far. 
Draft proposals have been shared with the university community 
in forums for suggestions and discussions, and listening to 
all the input. Eventually, we will have to bring curriculum 
proposals to the Senate. The time line is already expanding. 
We are hoping to have something by the fall of 1992. It is 
an immense chore and there are an awful lot of loose ends. 
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4. Faculty Affairs Committee Changes in ASPT Document 
Senator Walker: I would like to introduce Dr. Chris Eisele, 
EAF, who is Chair of the University Review Committee. Also, 
available this evening is Dr. Anita Webb-Lupo of the Provost's 
Office. The Faculty Affairs Committee would like to thank 
Chris Eisele who is Chair of the University Review Committee 
and has been working on these changes for the past three years. 
It is commendable that a faculty member would put that much of 
their personal time into a document. You have the changes 
before you, along with the cover letter which explains what we 
want to do. Essentially we have broken them down into twelve 
changes that the Faculty Affairs Committee unanimously voted 
to present to the Senate. We want to do it item by item, 
one at a time. There may be some overlap, but if we do it 
one at a time there will be less confusion. Let's discuss 
them one at a time. 
Dr. Chris Eisele: I would like to begin with a brief background 
statement. In the Fall of 1989, the URC was asked a number of 
questions by faculty, administrators, and the president 
concerning various aspects of the ASPT process. After some 
discussion within the committee and meetings with various indi-
viduals, the URC decided it would be appropriate to survey the 
faculty on specific concerns and provide an open ended questions 
on other issues. That survey was developed and distributed to 
the faculty in the Spring of 1990. During the Summer and Fall of 
1990 the URC analyzed the data. In the Spring of 1991 the URC 
distributed a report on the results of the survey, highlighting 
what we saw as ASPT problems and potential solutions. That 
report provided the basis for open discussion sessions with 
faculty. During the Fall of 1991, using survey data, individual 
written responses, and open session feedback, the URC finalized 
its specific proposed changes to the ASPT Handbook and forwarded 
them to the Faculty Affairs Committee earlier this semester. 
After several joint meetings we produced the final document you 
have before you. 
In addition to thanking the faculty who took the time to fill 
out the survey, attend the hearings or provide written feedback, 
I would like to publicly thank some of the people who worked 
over the last two and one half years to get us to this point: 
URC members: Tom Eimermann, John Foster, Gordon Redding, Bill 
Semlak, and Peg Steffenson from the College of Arts and Sciences, 
Rodney Miller and John Kirk from the College of Fine Arts, Mike 
Dumler from the college of Business, Fred Fuess and Jean Memken 
from the college of Applied Science and Technology, and Marian 
Carroll and Steve Meckstroth from Milner Library. Anita Webb-
Lupo from the Provost's Office, and her staff, especially 
Linda Jaspers and Mary Cowdery have been constantly cooperative. 
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Bill Gorrell and his staff in Institutional Research were very 
helpful in the survey design and data tabulation phase. 
The Faculty Affairs committee gave us very prompt attention, 
meeting four times in eight days, to get the final document 
before you. In addition, we extend our thanks to Peg Hundley 
of EAF, Marty Rodriquez of the College of Education Dean's 
Office, and John Tarter of the College of Education Computer 
Lab, for providing emergency word processing support to make 
changes to drafts in, literally, minutes, so the URC could 
continue its work. 
Finally, we want to note three items. First, that the proposed 
changes have gone through dozens of drafts, at least six typists, 
four computers, and three word processing programs, so we apolo-
gize in advance for any typos, spelling errors, and style incon-
sistencies. Second, that the URC and the FAC, as was stated in 
the cover memo, would like the Senate to approach this process as 
voting on twelve separate changes and not one single major 
change. Third, the URC will be returning to the Senate in the 
Fall with a second, smaller set of changes, including a complete-
ly re-written Personnel File section and a clarification of 
"confidentiality" in the ASPT process. 
Senator Hesse: 
all? 
Was the Academic Freedom Committee involved at 
Dr. Eisele: At this point the answer is no. Although, work on 
the Personnel File and Confidentiality sections suggests that 
we need to involve the Academic Freedom Committee and Faculty 
Ethics and Grievance Committee because of the relationship 
between CFSC documents which suggest that AFC and FEGC viola-
should be part of the ASPT process. At this point there seems 
to be no link that guarantees that and there seems to be no 
policy on protection of that information. 
Senator White: Is there anything in this document that might 
relate to differential staffing? 
Dr. Eisele: The question of differential staffing was on the 
survey. It is one of the major issues that we put out to the 
public to talk about. We believe that the current system 
allows for differential staffing and that there is no specific 
need to add language that says that you can do that. 
Senator White: I understand that. I also understood from 
discussions with the President that this process was some-
thing that would be brought to the Senate. 
Dr. Eisele: We need to make a distinction between differential 
staffing and differential evaluation to start with. One college 
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a couple of years ago in their CFSC document proposed that 
departments be allowed to take a vote and decide by department 
whether or not they would be evaluated on 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 (teach-
ing, research, and service); or if they would be evaluated 
40/40/20. That would lead to differential evaluation. 
If they chose differential evaluation, I think the assumption 
is that people will probably spend their time differently than 
1/3 equal, which could general differential staffing. That is 
some people would be more involved in research and some people 
would be more involved in teaching. From all I can understand, 
that is already possible. There is nothing in the document 
that requires that people have to be evaluated 1/3, 1/3, 1/3. 
For promotion and tenure purposes, you must according to the 
document, be evaluated for teaching, research and services. 
Senator White: I may be in touch with you to clarify this. 
I may be working with a different understanding than you are. 
Item 1. 
Senator Cook: On page 1.3, we have sections F. and G., and 
as I compare these to pages 24 and 25 of the original document, 
it appears to me that section D. 3. appears in part on the 
new document, but a sUbstantial part of paragraph 3 does not • . 
Is that an indication that the remaining part of paragraph 3 
is not changed? or does it indicate that we have lost a piece 
of text in going from one word processor to another? 
Dr. Eisele: Our intention was to have no sUbstantive change 
in Item One at all. The intention was to make the document 
easier to read by cutting out the appeal process in the second 
paragraph and to make the document easier to index. In doing 
that translation, we had to take subparagraphs, delete it and 
split it in half, and add it to. The details are the same. 
If you found something that is missing, it may be an error of 
omission. 
Senator Cook: within Paragraph 11.0.1 on page 1.2, the current 
version and the one in the handbook state that "in case of 
promotion or tenure recommendations, the appellant shall notify 
the Chairperson of the UAC in writing of his/her intention to 
appeal" within a certain period of time after receipt of offi-
cial notification of the college action relating to the matter 
giving rise to an appeal. I think that I fail to understand 
part of the process. If a person is up for promotion or tenure 
and is denied by the department, does the recommendation and its 
denial go to the college and then the college that notified the 
individual that they concur or disagree with the department 
activity. 
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Senator Walker: Doesn't the Department Chair give notification, 
but it goes to the college and the college has the right to 
overturn or agree. At that point then, notification would go 
to the faculty member. 
Senator Cook: So an appeal of the departmental decision awaits 
confirmation or contradiction by the college. 
Senator Walker: Dr. Webb-Lupo says no. But I thought that was 
correct. 
Dr. Webb-Lupo: The document says no. XI. C. states: "Appeals 
in Denial of Tenure Cases: If a faculty member is appealing a 
negative decision with respect to tenure he/she must direct that 
appeal to the UAC only." In promotion cases, if a department 
says no, it is up to the individual faculty member to ask the 
CFSC. 
Senator Cook: So, in some cases a person may not receive a 
college notification of a decision, and therefore could not 
appeal. 
Dr. Webb-Lupo: If a person was not recommended by their depart-




Senator Hesse: On page 3, Item VIII.C. "criteria for Tenure" -
"The tenure decision should not be the product of any set formula 
or based on yearly performance evaluation ratings •.... " 
I interpret that to say that a tenure decision should not be 
based on the early performance evaluations. I wonder if that 
was the intent? 
Dr. Eisele: That was the intent. Let me give you the reason 
why we thought it was necessary to have this. There is now 
one college that says to go from an associate to full professor, 
you must rate exceptional merit for at least two years in your 
primary assignment. Our belief is that the promotion/tenure 
process requires a comparison of criteria. To say that a rating 
is the same as the criteria is a logical mistake. We think it is 
important to use the number of the criteria. Since the DFSC 
membership changes, the ASPT document needs to be clear. 
Senator Hesse: Is the intent to render the early evaluations 
superfluous in the tenure decision? 
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Dr. Eisele: No. I am talking about the rating. That is not 
what the college does. It takes at least two years in the 
primary assignment to get promoted. What we are saying is 
that in the college, a person must have a certain rating in 
order to be considered for promotion. A faculty member's 
complete record should be compared to a set of criteria. 
Senator Hesse: You are merely talking about merit, exceptional 
merit, no merit, etc. 
Dr. Eisele: Yes. A letter which lists all the performance 
against a letter which doesn't list all of the accomplishments 
of the faculty member will not be used as a method of criteria. 
Senator Young: Looking at VII. A., where you are adding: 
"based on yearly performance evaluation ratings." I expected 
to see the same statement regarding tenure, but I don't. 
VIII.C. criteria for Tenure reads "The tenure decision should not 
be the product of any set formula or based on yearly performance 
evaluations ratings •... " It seems that you need to say the same 
thing in both places. I think you are saying two different 
things. Why did you change the two words? 
Dr. Eisele: It was probably the or, nor -- that would be an 
editing problem. What we tried to do was make VII and VIII 
parallel by leaving out the "or". 
Senator Walker: How do they say different things. Is it the 
word "or." 
Senator Young: The word "or" changes the language completely. 
You should leave the "or" out. 
Senator Walker: The or should be left out? 
Senator Young: You should make it parallel construction. 
Item 4. 
Senator Cook: On part C. on the top of page 4.2. We have 
parts a, b, and c inserted into the policy. My question is 
what the advantage to the Provost Office is to having the 
results of a four-year evaluation on a yearly basis? 
Does that access not currently exist? 
Dr. Eisele: The Board of Regents issued a policy on 9/15/88: 
"The Universities shall, at regular intervals, review and 
evaluate the performance of tenured faculty in order to offer 
constructive guidance and to encourage a continuing high level of 
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faculty accomplishment. Each University shall establish the 
policies, procedures and criteria needed to accomplish such 
periodic evaluations, and a report of the results of such evalua-
tions shall be made to the Board of Regents." The University 
had made a decision to do that on a four-year basis. No policy 
was developed to fulfill the requirement that would be reported 
on such evaluations. Evaluations did not flow through the 
Provost Office or reside in the Provost Office. The Provost 
Office needs to respond to the Regents and say, yes, the evalu-
ations went on. They also need to have access to evaluations 




Senator White: Why are you deleting the matter in item l? 
Dr. Eisele: Item 2 replaces the deleted matter. 
Senator Cook: A question of procedures. In X. B. 2, it 
mentions that the CFSC reviews and approves the procedures 
and policies developed by Department Faculty Status Comm. 
Who reviews and/or approves the policies generated by a 
CFSC? 
Dr. Eisele: The University Review committee does that. 
II. C. "The URC shall receive statements annually from each 
College Faculty Status Committee indicating current college 
criteria for merit evaluation, promotion, equity and tenure. 
It shall review these criteria •••.. " The URC looks at the 
policies of each CFSC every year. 
Senator Nelsen: The CFSC guidelines would make prov1s10n 
for two different scenarios for evaluating criteria. 
"2. At the beginning of the evaluation year, after each DFSC has 
developed department faculty status procedures' and policies 
(following appropriate faculty input and the CFSC has reviewed 
and approved them, the Department Chairperson will distribute 
the DFSC procedures and policies to each faculty member in the 
department." Which guidelines are developed first? 
Dr. Eisele: This document empowers the departments to make 
those decisions. A CFSC has no power to take away a depart-
ment's right. The CFSC will have to provide another set of 
criteria. 
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Senator Nelsen: They will have to provide two sets of 
criteria? 
Dr. Eisele: Yes. 
Item 8. 
Item 9. 
Senator Cook: I was asked by someone else to raise the question 
as to whether the Faculty Affairs Committee has modified this 
section since the URC proposal was submitted to the FAC. 
Dr. Eisele: The Faculty Affairs Committee has improved what 
was submitted to them. 
Senator Cook: I thought I saw discrepancies between the two. 
What are variable dollar amounts in x. B. 10. E. 2. (pg. 9.2) 
"variable dollar amounts for each faculty member or group of 
faculty rated EXCEPTIONAL MERIT. EXCEPTIONAL MERIT salary 
allocations will be applied regardless of rank or tenure status 
and will be added to the option 1 (MERIT) or option 2 (MERIT/ 
HIGH MERIT) salary allocation." This implies that the 
departments can determine a dollar amount that goes to all 
the people of exceptional merit within that department uni-
formly, or that different amounts can be given to different 
individuals within a department. Is the variation among 
departments or internal? 
Dr. Eisele: It is within departments. X. B. 10. d. 2 
states: "2. In department choosing to use option 2 
(MERIT/HIGH MERIT) faculty rated MERIT will receive one-half 
(1/2) the percentage increase of those rated HIGH MERIT." 
This suggests that departments have the right to choose. 
Instead of having the same amount of money for each faculty 
member, they may have a variable amount. These variable amounts 
may take two distinct forms. Every individual may get a differ-
ent amount. They could use a point system for merit and 
exceptional merit where there are a variety number of points 
with the different total number of points receiving different 
amounts of money. In the hearing process, we heard from a 
variety of departments and faculty members that occassionally 
they would have five people with exceptional merit, four of them 
superior in their performance. Originally we had one, two and 
three. One as it is now - fixed; Two - grouped; and Three -
totally variable. We realized that two and three were just 
variations of the same thing. Different amounts - exceptional 
merit; the same amount - exceptional merit; or different groups 
of exceptional merit - different amounts. 
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Senator Walker: This really gives the departments the 
flexibility to do what they want to do by majority vote. 
Senator Nelsen: Is there a definition of what exceptional 
merit is, of what high merit is? The way I read this, a 
person with merit is doing his/her job. By my mathematical 
basis, if you get merit, you probably will never even get a 
cost of living raise at ISU. A 10% raise would cover 4% 
inflation, allowing for 10% equity above the ratio that is 
in there for merit. How do you define merit? If you do your 
job at this institution, you go backwards. 
Dr. Eisele: Departments have a choice between the current 
system and a new system, depending on what we now call that 
category. That is a response to a lot of input from the 
survey forms and letters. If you are asking if the merit 
from one category and the high merit in the other category 
are equivalent, the answer is clearly no. Do those words 
mean the same thing (merit/merit), the answer is clearly no. 
Departments and colleges define those terms based on perfor-
mances they expect the faculty to be evaluated on those 
terms. 
Senator Walker: That is provided in section VIII on Tenure 
Policies, where it clarifies the colleges choose those criteria. 
Senator Nelsen: So there is no fixed criteria for those who 
are doing their jobs. 
Dr. Eisele: This is not a URC function, and we do not want 
to tell departments what constitutes merit or high merit. 
We want to give departments a chance to experiment inside the 
system. Some departments through the years have all on their 
own made up a system of this which is clearly a violation of 
the ASPT document. Departments feel that the range from 
insufficient to exceptional is entirely too large. We have 
heard that over and over and over. The URC must find some 
way of putting that category out. We decided that the way 
to do it was what we are proposing ..••..• off the top and not 
off the bottom. That survey talked about cost of living 
increases as a way to increase salary money. We looked at 
the responses, and what figure or indicator would be used. 
Cost of living increases do not fit into the salary allocation 
model. Working with the tools we had in hand made it look 
like it wasn't a good idea. We felt we would have the outside 
world driving us, and we wanted to distribute the money. 
Senator Nelsen: You attempted to give flexibility to the 
departments. Why not give the departments the flexibility to 
determine one half or 50%? Why was there an exact number set? 
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Dr. Eisele: certainly the URC realized that putting any number 
on that would generate that kind of question. What we wanted 
to accomplish was create a category in response to the wishes 
of faculty and administrators that had a reasonably clear 
disincentive packet. Whether you would call that punitive 
or disincentive, we felt after discussing the issue that there 
was enough disincentive for people who landed in the "half" 
category. 
Senator Ritt: In the view of the committee, in the departmental 
four level scale, that high merit would become across the board 
norm. The difference between merit and high merit could be 
regarded as a disincentive to achieve merit. 
Senator Walker: I'd say it is an achievement to receive high 
merit. Merit is the same. 
Dr. Eisele: My answer is that we are not going to deal with 
conceptual problems involved. Any negative word that we 
associated with these categories was instantly attacked by 
100% of the people that heard it. If we said low merit, 
people said you can't do that. For several months we used 
high/low language, but we found that was not acceptable to 
the faculty. Then we used levels 1, 2, 3, 4 -- and took all 
language out. People said that was just the same thing over. 
What we went to then was a new system. I am not happy with 
that. That is what the faculty response was to find new 
categories with names. In the new system, high merit becomes 
across the board. 
Senator Ritt: So, basically, when you say merit in that system 
you are telling the person that they deserve half as much money 
as someone with high merit. So presumably, once the faculty 
knows it, we might just be smart enough to get by the system. 
Dr. Eisele: You are confusing performance and levels attached 
to performance. Those are very different. Departments that 
have high merit are not going to just increase the performance 
requirements to get high merit. In the two categories, if 
you are high merit then you are probably doing more this year 
than last year to get across the board. Departments will be 
rewriting their documents if they choose the four point category 
system and your performance will drive the reward that you get. 
You will be evaluated on performance. Performance varies 
greatly in departments and colleges. If you get merit, then 
it means you are performing up to a certain level. What we 
were told was that insufficient performance has so many penalties 
associated with it that people who were not performing up to a 
merit rating were in fact performing sufficiently. Departments 
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did not wish to attach an insufficient performance label to them. 
They wanted another way of talking about it. 
Senator Ritt: Is it your anticipation that in a department on 
this fourth step level, that most of the people in the depart-
ment would be in the high merit category? It seems to me that 
the discussions you had and the surveys you took indicated that 
there was an insufficient gradation between the people in this 
large group and the people who were doing exceptional. There 
is a perceived lack of gradation between the people who received 
merit and insufficient; and a lack of gradation between the 
people who got merit and those who got exceptional merit. You 
provided for that lower end of the gradation; and did not provide 
for the upper. You said it had to be this much at the lower 
end, but you have not provided for the upper gradation according 
to the departmental action. 
Dr. Eisele: That's why it took us so long to do this. You are 
asking why we picked a four point scale, as opposed to a five 
point or three point scale. We decided after reviewing the five 
point scale; that creating five equal points along the scale 
would not allow departments the flexibility to solve their 
problems. We provided a different solution to the problem 
in the merit category than we did in the exceptional merit 
category. 
Senator White: Point of information, are there other items 
that will be coming up under communications. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: Yes. 
Senator Tuttle: I have a question at the bottom of page 9.1, 
X. B. 10. C. where the departments are given the option of using 
a three performance categories system or a four performance 
categories-system. Can they vote differently each year? 
Dr. Eisele: Yes. 
Senator Zeidenstein: I refer to Senator Nelsen's earlier com-
ments. He referred to the inflation rate. I thought I heard 
him refer to the results of the faculty survey on the inflation 
rate. The question on the survey: "Should faculty in the 
merit category receive an increase at least equal to the 
inflation rate, even if it leaves little or no money for faculty 
in the exceptional merit category?" Nearly 66% of the faculty 
favored inflation rate increases. 
Dr. Eisele: I didn't give a number. I said that there was 
a lot of faculty interest in that issue. That was reflected 
by the numbers that we had. The data on whether we were at 
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inflation rate or not was difficult to come by. We would end 
up saying that the national economy is determining how we 
allocate our funds internally. I was convinced by the argu-
ments of my colleagues that we ought not let that happen. 
senator Walker: I hadn't looked at X. B. 10. B. the way 
Senator Ritt did. It is a point well taken. We have really 
written that in the negative. If we simply turn it around 
and write it in the positive, I think it completely changes 
the perception. Faculty rated merit will receive one and 
one-half the percentage increase. You can turn it around 
and say those that are rated high merit will receive twice 
that of those who don't receive merit. Perception is 
drastically different. 
Senator Zeidenstein: Nobody's that dumb. 
Dr. Eisele: You are experiencing the same sort of debate 
that we did on that issue. We tried to decide what was 
politics, what was logic, what was stupidity, etc. This 
was the way we came out. The concept is the same no matter 
what you call it. 
Senator Nelsen: I am aware of some places on campus where 
there is a great deal of counting of the number of people 
in the exceptional merit category. In the four part system, 
how will colleges and departments deal with the pressure that 
comes to bear not to have too many exceptional merits in the 
department. 
Dr. Eisele: In the survey that we sent to the faculty, we 
stated: "Nine departments in the last six years placed an 
average of 61% in exceptional merit while the university average 
was 34% to 41%. There is an enormous inequity in a small 
number of departments over the last five years. Our belief 
is that we will probably diminish the overall number of excep-
tional merits by providing a category that is above merit, 
but not all the way to exceptional. Again, we are back to the 
problem of what to call it, and how do people feel about it. 
Do you call it prime merit, and they feel better about not 
getting to exceptional merit. Is it distributed in a non-
across-the-board fashion? Our solution was that we not call 
it exceptional merit. It may solve the problem. At least 
two colleges now have percentage limits on exceptional merit, 
and that the colleges are moving to solve the problem on their 
own. Because of that the URC would stay out of the business 
of suggesting percentage caps. 
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Senator Nelsen: will the URC rewrite the statement in x. A. 1: 
"The Provost may distribute additional funds outside the ASPT 
system for designated categories of faculty. Nothing in this 
article shall preclude the addressing of salary inequities in a 
manner directed by the Board of Regents or Board of Higher Edu-
cation." to relieve all of us of the burden of interpretation? 
It needs to be clarified. 
Dr. Eisele: The URC will be glad to look at it. I will take 




Senator Walker: There is a sUbstantive change in item 12. We 
are not stating "consistency of purpose" rather than uniformity 
or consistency per see We are saying that the purpose or the 
intent be the same. They don't exactly have to be the same. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Senator Engelhardt: Tonight the student caucus would like to 
propose a Sense of the Senate Resolution. Everyone has a copy 
at their places. 
XXIII-4S SENSE OF THE SENATE RESOLUTION February ~ 1992 
WHEREAS it is fiscally and ethically irresponsible to 
ineffectively utilize public monies, and 
WHEREAS the State of Illinois has recently engaged in 
draconian budget reductions, and 
WHEREAS the elimination of intermediate levels of State 
Higher Education Administration could save an estimated 
3.9 million dollars annually, 
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE ACADEMIC SENATE OF 
Illinois State University, in representation of the 
students and faculty of the university, urges the 
Illinois General Assembly to give serious consideration 
to the adoption of House Bill 1727 as introduced. 
Motion by Engelhardt (Second, Lowery). 
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XXIII-46 Senator Walker: I would like to propose a friendly amendment: 
I would like to strike the last line under THEREFORE: "the 
adoption of House Bill 1727 as introduced." 
And sUbstitute: 
"to dissolving the existing Board of Regents and its 
corresponding staff and to the creation of a distinct 
Board of Trustees absent of supporting staff for each 
of the Regency Universities, ISU and NIU." 
Chairperson Schmaltz: There is a third regency university . 
Senator Walker: I realize that, but I didn't mention it. 
Senator Zeidenstein: You are proposing an individual board 
for each University? 
Senator Walker: A board of trustees without a supporting staff 
such that we don't know exactly what is going to go with 1727, 
and we assume there will be some amendments attached to it . 
As it is right now, we might not gain much with Bill 1727. 
I am not real familiar with all the language in the bill. 
So, I would only like to address what specifically affects this 
university. The language I propose does what you intend, but 
only affects this university and this Board of Regents. 
Senator Engelhardt: What does that do to public money --
dissolving the Board of Regents? 
Senator Walker: You save 3.9 million dollars, because you 
don't have supporting staff. And you have a board of trustees 
that hopefully would be all ISU alumni that would be a voice for 
us. Our university would do the work that is now being done 
by the Chancellor's Office. 
Senator Engelhardt: Are there any other amendments? 
Senator Ritt: I have certain problems with this. If it is to 
be a friendly amendment, I might oppose Senator Walker's 
amendment where I might not oppose the main motion. 
Senator Lowery: A similar bill sponsored by Northern Illinois 
University has been tried and failed in the legislature to 
establish their own board of trustees. 
Senator Zeidenstein: In the rewritten portion, there is nothing 
stated about the staff work being done by the Board of Higher 
Education Staff or anyone. You are to create a separate Board 
of Trustees, absent of staff. Who does the staff work? 
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Senator Walker: The University does their own work. We don't 
need a Board of Regents staff. 
Senator Zeidenstein: You won't have a Board of Regents, you 
have an Illinois state University Board of Trustees. You have 
no staff. Basically, they govern us and any staff work comes 
from Illinois State University. 
Senator Walker: ISU does the staff work. 
Senator Sadeghian: I don't understand the reasoning behind the 
changes. Could you explain why you are proposing a separate 
Board of Trustees. 
Senator Walker: I don't know what 1727 says. I am not sure 
that it is in our best interest. Personally and professionally, 
I don't believe we need the Board of Regents. 
Senator Sadeghian: Why would we need a Board of Trustees? 
Couldn't we go without any Board? 
Senator Walker: I think it is in our best interests to have a 
Board of Trustees to lobby for us and speak for us. It would 
be a sounding board for advice, etc. It would be very similar 
to the U of I Board of Trustees. It would serve a purpose. 
Senator Wallace: I would like to clarify Bill 1727. Bill 1727 
calls for the elimination of the Board of Governors and the Board 
of Regents and transfers their powers and duties to the Board of 
Higher Education. The Bill is being proposed by representative 
Weaver. According to the sponsor, the bill's intent is to give 
the colleges and universities currently operating under the 
jurisdiction of the Board of Regents and Board of Governors more 
independence. Some universities have expressed dissatisfaction 
with the current system, claiming that each college and 
university has its own goals and missions which are being thwart-
ed by the Board of Regents and Board of Governors systems. 
Senator Walker: 
as introduced. 
But, our resolution says we support Bill 1727 
I don't think that is what we want. 
Senator Wallace: I would disagree with you. Your amendment 
omits the other regency schools. 
Senator Wallace: The way I worded it, it addresses ISU's 
concerns. We are not saying what other institutions ought 
to do, but what ISU ought to do. 
Senator Engelhardt: As long as the wording is consistent with 
the Weaver Bill, I will accept the amendment as friendly. 
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senator Lowery: I accept the amendment as friendly. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: I have a problem with the wording. 
You name two Regency universities -- there are three Regency 
Universities. I would suggest "for each of the Regency 
Universities." 
Senator Walker: Drop ISU and NIU. 
senator Zeidenstein: One point. The Weaver Bill provides 
for rotating members of the Board of Higher Education, Presidents 
of each of the Regency Universities, on two year terms. They 
would serve for two years and then be replaced for four years 
by the other two. I don't know that we should support this 
amendment. 
Senator Walker: My amendment would throw out the bad stuff. 
They will probably run with Bill 1727, and amend it probably, 
but I don't think we want to be on record as supporting 1727 
as introduced. I also don't think the Senate wants to spend 
time going through the Bill and editing out the parts we don't 
want. I think the resolution says what we want it to. 
Senator Ritt: One of the things that we have within the 
Regency System, to the distaste of some people, is a Univer-
sity constitution which derives its authority and validity 
from the Regency System. within that Constitution we have 
shared governance, and we also have a tenure system which 
is established through the authority of the Board of Regents. 
If I remember the executive summary of the bill which was read 
to us in caucus this evening, there was a phrase in there in 
which it assured: "All powers and duties vested by law in the 
current Board of Regents and Board of Governors relating to the 
management, operation, control, and maintenance of all colleges 
currently under their governance shall be transferred to the BHE. 
the Board of Regents or the Board of Governors shall be affected 
by the transfer." In my mind, that says that any benefits that 
we do receive in the Regency System will be preserved. I feel 
that when we throw out the support of Bill 1727 and sUbstitute 
other wording, that that particular baby should not be washed 
down the drain with the bathwater. I would appreciate if some-
one more skilled than I would introduce some sort of an amendment 
which would preserve those features. 
President Wallace: The University was chartered in 1857. As we 
have gone along, boards were created to operate the institution. 
The institution was here first. The legislature has the power to 
dictate how the university is operated. 
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Senator Ritt: I appreciate that, Mr. President, but it does 
seem to me that it could be interpreted that the existence 
of tenure within this university to a certain extent a con-
tractual matter between a faculty member and the Board of 
Regents. The Board of Regents sets up the conditions of 
tenure. The Board of Regents awards tenure. I don't know 
what would happen to tenure when one of the contracting 
parties, especially the particular Board which established 
tenure is dissolved. Perhaps the traditions from 1857 would 
preserve it, but I don't know. I would like some sort of 
precautionary wording within our own statement that there are 
certain things that we have which we would not like to dispense 
with as a result of dissolving the Board of Regents. 
Senator Tuttle: I am probably going to support this, simply 
because I have become more and more convinced all the time 
that anything that would eliminate the Board of Regents is 
worth doing. I can't think of a more incompetent, unprepared 
group of people serving on a long-term basis on a board that 
I have know for a long time, and it ought to be eliminated 
structurally. I might even add that one of their prime mistakes 
and errors was their ill-conceived decision to grant the 
Chancellor and two of the Presidents an annuity or reward when 
they didn't grant the rest of us anything. There are many 
other instances that demonstrate what they have done to nega-
tively impact on this campus. I was prepared tonight to broaden 
this issue. I circulated a possible amendment in the faculty 
caucus which would add a whereas clause and add on to the there-
fore clause. I don't want to prolong this meeting too long by 
bringing that up. But, I do think the point is important enough 
to be made. My point is this: I hope we are not misled by the 
notion that if we can get rid of that mid-level, the Board of 
Regents and the Board of Governors, that we would be all that 
much better off or that it would be a tremendous savings in 
dollars. Simply because, many of the problems of higher educa-
tion in this state are all interlinked, like a bunch of tinker 
toys that aren't put together right. They are all tied together. 
All we are doing is monkeying around with one piece of that 
problem. I would suggest that we bring the. whole thing down. 
That is what my amendment would have done. It would have said 
that we should close Sangamon state University; consolidate the 
three Chicago metropolitan area campuses (Northeastern, Chicago 
State, and Governor's State) into one institution; and restruc-
ture Southern Illinois University system into one system. Then 
we would bring that whole system down and all of these issues 
would have to be worked out. I have a suspicion that once we 
pull one piece from the whole process that we might cause that to 
happen anyway. And that probably would be good. Two years ago, 
when we had a state hearing process to look at restructuring, 
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I was not as convinced. I thought that we should not bring the 
whole system down, but now I am convinced that that is probably 
necessary. So, I am not going to introduce my amendment. I am 
going to support the resolution. But, I support it with some 
pause. What we are talking about here, unless it brings the 
whole system down, and causes us to reorganize all higher educa-
tion in the State of Illinois, isn't going to do very much good. 
XXIII-47 Senator Hesse: I move the previous question. (Second, 
Tuttle) 
Motion carried 25/8 on a roll call vote. 
XXIII-45) Vote on the Engelhardt/Lowery motion carried on a voice vote. 
(Thirty-three Senate members present at the time of voting.) 
Senator White: I have a sense of the senate resolution: 
Sense of the Senate Resolution ny White (Second, Collier) 
:XIII-48 I. Whereas, faculty salaries have not kept pace with infla-
tion or market equity and therefore need adjustment, and WITHDRAWN) 
Whereas, the economic and intellectual climate of the 
state are not now supportive of higher education, 
Any significant salary increase for FY93 will derive 
from internal reallocation. 
II. Whereas, the economic situation of the State of Illinois 
makes "downsizing" an inevitable event independent of 
reallocation for salary adjustments, and 
Whereas, retention of quality education concurrent with 
"downsizing" must be the produce of rational planning, 
Institutional priorities and planning procedures must be 
established before reallocations begins. 
III. Whereas, the effects of "downsizing" as a consequence 
of negative base budget adjustments will only be 
exacerbated by internal reallocation for salary 
adjustments for FY93, and 
Whereas, neither institutional priorities nor a 
rational planning procedure has been implemented 
for the construction of FY93 budget, 
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O{lII-49 
BE IT RESOLVED: The Academic Senate endorses a faculty 
raise financed from reallocations from non-academic 
programs and distributed through the ASPT process. 
A "non-academic" program is any program not 
reviewed during the program review process. 
Senator White: I would like to add to this that we discussed 
this extensively in the faculty caucus. Also, it was covered 
in administrator's remarks this evening. 
Senator Wallace: I think the statement made is completely false. 
Planning procedures are ongoing. 
Senator Stevens: I would like to ask Senator White why they 
rewrote the last paragraph? 
Senator White: In our original paragraph asked that the 
raise be postponed, in the revised paragraph we say "The 
Academic Senate endorses a faculty raise ... " We did not 
wish to rule out the possibility of some raise. 
Senator Ritt: I move to strike the last whereas paragraph. 
(Second, 
----) 
Senator White accepted the motion as friendly. 
Senator Sadeghian: By internal reallocation you meant that 
money from personnel resources such as hiring, attrition, 
etc. 
Senator White: until the project program review is done 
for FY94, we don't think that personnel money should be 
cut. 
Senator Sadeghian: What does "non-academic programs" mean? 
Senator White: Programs that support the academic areas. 
Academic programs are programs that are reviewed during the 
program review process -- non-academic programs are not. 
Senator Walker: The car pool or motor pool of the University 
are support areas. We might do away with the University fleet. 
Provost Strand: As the final statement is written, all of the 
appropriated funds in the three vice president's areas outside 
of the academic area would be eligible and some of the adminis-
trative areas of the Provost's area would be eligible. About 72% 
of the appropriated budget is in the academic area. There is 
a small percent of the remaining budget that would be eligible. 
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Senator Sadeghian: Then this would not cover what is needed. 
Provost Strand: I am saying that the programs from which funds 
would be extrapolated or raised would be those of three vice 
presidents outside of the Provost's area. I went on to say 
that 72% of the university funds are budgeted in the academic 
area. You are talking about a very small portion of the univer-
sity budget that would be eligible for reallocation. 
Senator Baer: I would like to clarify something. Senator 
White said that the faculty caucus discussed this. I want it 
understood that there was no consensus reached on this. 
Not all of the people at the caucus agreed. Senator White 
responded to certain questions as "us," and not all faculty 
at the caucus agreed with this. 
Senator White: This isn't all my idea. other senators agree. 
Senator Touhy: I feel that the statement is harsh. Non-academic 
programs are also very beneficial to students. This money should 
be taken out of academic areas. 
Senator Adams: I would like to look at this from a student's 
perspective. Perhaps someone can indicate to me which student 
programs that directly affect the students would not get funde,d 
as a result of this. 
Provost Strand: Any program that is under the Office of the 
Vice President for Student Affairs would be eligible for 
reallocation for the salary raises. 
Senator Engelhardt: As Senators Hopkins and Touhy have said, 
and tonight in the student caucus, we were prepared to support 
that. That was before the changes were made. I can't see 
taking cuts from the Student Affairs area to support this. 
We are already taking 20% summer school cuts; cuts in the 
future; tuition increases; fee increases. The students every 
year seem to be paying more for less. I can't support this. 
Senator Zeidenstein: The 20% cut in summer school programs 
comes directly out of the academic area. 
Senator White: You understand that the burden of a 4.5% raise 
be shifted from academic areas to the student areas. There is 
no intention of taking that 4.5% out of student affairs area. 
The idea is that there would not be a 4.5% raise. 
Senator Engelhardt: Why? The resolution says non-academic 
programs are not reviewed during the program review process, 
which would indeed incorporate student affairs programs. 
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XIII-51 
Senator Zeidenstein: To prevent the postponement/gone forever 
of reallocation of funds for a whole year at all. It is a 
matter of not closing the door completely for a whole year. 
Senator Camp: On non-academic funds -- student fees cannot be 
used for. They are arguing on the non-academic side that is 
far beyond student fees. Student fees cannot be touched. 
Only 28% of academic funds are allocated in Student Affairs 
areas. Close to 90% of our programs corne from that area. 
I feel it is too important to cut. I don't believe this would be 
in the best interest of the students. 
Senator Stearns: I move to table. (Second, Young) 
Motion failed on a roll call vote: 14 yes; 18 no; 2 abstentions. 
President Wallace: This is something the Budget Committee should 
take up. It does not speak well that we can not use the commit-
tee structure of this organization. 
Senator Lowery: We talked earlier about what constitutes academ-
ic programs. The only thing that matters is that this proposal 
will affect students in a negative way. I don't care how it 
comes about, students are the one who will face the consequences 
of these cuts. We talk about faculty morale, what about student 
morale. We are the ones who face higher fees and tuition, we 
are the ones who face larger cuts, we are the ones who will be 
affected. 
Senator Young: I don't think we have enough information to 
evaluate this resolution. That is why I voted to table it. 
could we consider this at a later date. 
Senator Collier: Most of the services in the student affairs 
area are funded from Bond Revenue Funds. We heard Vice Presi-
dent Gurowitz report earlier this evening that his areas will 
be cut very little. Students stand to lose little or nothing 
f rom this proposal. 
Senator Adams: I would like to propose a friendly amendment 
to delete the "non-academic programs". (Second, Touhy) 
Motion not accepted as friendly. 
Senator White: Would it help to say in that sentence "The 
Academic Senate endorses a faculty raise financed from realloca-
tions of appropriated funding for non-academic programs." That 
way it would be clear that student fees would not be used. 
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Senator Adams: No. The reason I am so concerned about that is 
that as Provost Strand mentioned earlier only a small percentage 
of the budget is a portion of non-academic program funding. 
Therefore, money taken out of these programs would probably be 
a substantial amount. 
Senator Sadeghian: Why could there not be a mix of academic, 
non-academic and administrative funds? Who decides what the 
percentage is? 
President Wallace: I do. 
Senator Walker: If we accepted this amendment, it would put us 
back where we were and accomplishes nothing. I would argue to 
defeat the amendment. It puts us back to ground zero. 
Senator Adams: I don't think it does nothing. From what I under-
stood earlier, it was the original intent of the motion to 
prevent the complete elimination of the raise. This maintains 
the raise. 
Senator White: I would like to withdraw the motion. Seconder, 
Collier agreed. 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
Academic Affairs Committee - Senator Ritt reported that 
three items presented for information this evening will come 
up for action at the next Senate meeting. The one item which 
was inadvertently omitted from the Agenda this evening will 
come up for information next time provided the Chairman of 
the Communication Department is willing to return to Senate. 
I have distributed to the members of the committee who are 
present some material on the Vision statement. Last time I 
said that we would not present that for information at this 
time because of the time differential. The committee might 
actually present that as an information item at the next 
meeting. We have between now and the middle of March to 
make up our minds on that. 
Administrative Affairs Committee - Senator White reported 
that his committee met and approved the Administrative Effi-
ciency Report and sent their report to the Rules Committee. 
Budget Committee - Senator Tuttle reported that his committee 
members received a handout from the Office of the President 
which lists some of the should do's and other things that will 
be expected by the IBHE. "I will be attempting to arrange a 
meeting with members of the administration the first week after 
Spring Break so we can talk about whatever is appropriate." 
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Faculty Affairs Committee - Senator Paul Walker announced 
that his committee will be meeting tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. in 
Prairie Room One of the Bone Student Center. "We intend to bring 
as action items at the next Senate meeting the ASPT changes that 
we presented this evening. Based on questions and comments this 
evening, we will consider some changes. Provost Strand has 
provided the Academic Senate and Faculty Affairs Committee with 
the annual report on non-tenure track faculty. We are providing 
a copy of this to the Senate Office to be available for faculty 
members to review. If you have any questions, you can contact 
the committee." 
Rules Committee - Senator Rob Engelhardt reported that the 
Rules Committee met last week. We discussed the Administrative 
Efficiency Report. We are still waiting for a few reports to 
come back from other committees. We also discussed a possible 
change in the Athletic Council Bylaws. We sent the CAST Bylaws 
back to their College for a college-wide vote to approve them. 
student Affairs Committee - No report. 
Adjournment 
XXIII-52 Motion by DeRousse (Second, Hopkins) to adjourn carried on a 
voice vote. Academic Senate adjourned at 12:07 a.m. 
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FOR THE ACADEMIC SENATE 
JAN COOK, SECRETARY 
Date: 2/26/92 00luae 10. XXIII lit. 10 
STEARNS/ HESSE/ 
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YOUNG TUTTLE' ~t£ ~ICE_~(£ . 
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i ALEXANDER EXCUSED -------- -------- - --- XXIII-.41 X f BAER P YES YES XXIII-42 X 
BUCEY P NO XJ:o;b XXIII-43 X 
CAMP P YES XJ:o;:, XXIII-44 X 
TDLLLEK P NU YES XXIII-45 X 
L,;UUK P NO NO XXIII-46 . x 
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GUROWITZ P --- --- XXIII-50 11: RC 
HALL P NO YES XXIII-51 X 
HESSE P YES YES XXIII-52 X 
HOPKINS P NO YES 
; HULIT P --- __ c:--
LOWERY P NO YES 
I MANNS P NO YES 
MAZARELLO P NO YES 
MECKSTROTI P YES YES 
NELSEN P ABSTAI ABST. 
i NEWBY P YES YES 
NEWGREN P NO YES 
NICHOLAS P --- --_. 
, 
'REN P NO NO r 4dRR P --- NO 
i PITOCCO P --- ---
POMERENKE P ------ -------- -------
I KAZAKI P --- ---
RITT P YES NO . 
RUDER EXCUSED -------- ------- -------
RUMERY EXCUSED -------- ------- 1--------
SADEGHIAN P NO YES 
SCHMALTZ P YES YES 
SHIMKUS P NO YES 
STEARNS P YES NO 
STENGER P NO YES 
STEVENS P NO YES 
bTKANU, D P YES YES 
STRAND, K Y --- ---
SYROTINSK EXCUSED -------- ------- --------
TIMMONS EXCUSED ------ -------- --
-
TOUHY P NO YJ:<.:S 
TUTTLE P YES XJ:<.:b 
WALKER P NO NO 
WALLACE P ARS-1'AT ABST; 
WHITACRE P NO YES 
WHITE P NO XJ:<.:b 
YOUNG P YES NO 
~ ZEIDENSTE N P NO NO 
~ ELINSKI P --- ---
14_'YES Z) XJ:o; 
18 NO 8 NO 
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Betsy Drillonl " 
JAN 151992 
SUBJECf: Approved UCC Proposals for Academic Senate Approval 
DATE: January 12, 1992 
Enclosed are University Curriculum Committee proposals that need to be 
sent on to the Academic Senate for approval ASAP. Please let me know 
when they will be on the agenda. 
Thank you. 
Enclosures 
1. Department of Health Sciences 
Health Education Program 
Minor in Community Health 
2. Department of Foreign Languages 
Minor in Japanese Studies 
3. Department of Art 
New Studio Arts Sequence 
4. Department of Art 
Art History Sequence 
5. Department of Art 
Create a New Graphic Design Sequence 
Hovey 308 
" 
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UNDERGRADUATE ONLY Health Sciences 
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3. The elective courses offer the student a choice of content. 
areas. The selections also offer a variety of University study 
and Senior level hours for students to utilize in planning their 
programs. 
Expected Impact Q! Proposal Qll Existing Campus Programs: 
There is no anticipated impact on existing programs. 
Curricular Changes Including ~ Courses: 
Curricular changes are reflected in the health education major 
program proposal revision . 
Anticipated Staffing Arrangements: 
No new courses will be created, consequently the present faculty 
is suffic ient for program requirements . 
Anticipated Funding Needs gng Source Q! Funds: 
No additional funds will be needed to conduct the program. 
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UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE COVER SHEET 
For All Proposals for Program Change 
1988-1989 
UNDERGRADUATE ONLY Foreign Languages JAN 15 1992 
Department Date 
A. Summary of proposed action (see Part B), including title of new program, 
and exact catalog copy for a new or altered program. (See catalog for 
format and examples.) Provide a summary of the changes. 
Implementation of a Minor in Japanese Studies 
Catalog Copy : 
MINOR IN JAPANESE STUDIES 
24 hours in Japanese and related courses required. 
Required courses: Japanese 111, 112, 115, 116, 231, 232. 
Electives: HIS275, ART125 (also listed as !'-1US/THE 125), 
SAS294, or others approved by department. 
( B. Proposed Action (More than one item may be checked) 
C. 
x New--see instructions for submission of new program. (see V, pp. 9-10) 
Change in requirements for major 
Change in requirements for minor (See V, 1, d, p.9) 
Change in requirements for sequence 
Other program revisions 
Routing and action summary 
Department Chair ;;:: l-<'A' --------~--~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~ 
College Curro Comm. Chair ~~~~~~~~~-t~~~~~~ 
Teacher Education Council 
(if required, see III, p.5) 
University Curriculum Committee _~_._~_-£)_'~ _ _ ~ __ ._~_' __ ,_JC_/_~_~ _______ __ 
~Approved as submitted 
____ Approved with modifications 
____ Not approved 
i >- f· .... C', I 
. 2 k'.. -t. '" I 
Date IO/t'{2 I 
I I 
Date / 'il?/ '1! 
t:.- ./.... . ' 
Date 
Date 
D. Please submit 20 copies to the University Curriculum Committee 
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REQUEST FOR ~PROVAL OF A SUBDIVISION OF A DEGREE MAJOR 
1. Institution: Illinois Stat.£. Universi ty. 
2. Responsible Department: Foreiqn Languages. 
3. Proposed Proqram Title: Minor in Japane"e Studies. 
4. Previous Prograru Title; HA. 
5. CIPS Classification: 
6. Date of Implsilent.ation: Fall 1992. 
7. Description of Proposed Program: 
The proposed Minor in Japanese studies iE 11 liberal art5 
program which focuses on tho lanquage, literature, and culture 
of the JapaneGe. The minor requires 24 hour. in Japanese and 
related courses. Catalog copy isae tollow.: 
KINOR IN JAPANESE STUDIES 
24 bours in Japanese and rel~ted elective coursework 
required. 
Required courses: Jap.anese Ill, 112, 115, 116, 231, 232. 
Electivfts: H15275, A.RT125 (also listed as MUS/THE125), 
ShSZ94 or oth~rs approved by department. 
8. Rationale for Propo8al~ 
The past decad~ nas seen a ~udd{:;n :;jrowth ot interest in 
J'apane~~ 1 ~-;')guagC:!; and cul t.ure in our natim'A l s un.1.ver!lit:if!-e;., junior 
colil3ges, arid even higt. schools, In large universi tie-a whi cb had 
already ~p.n oftering in~truction in the lanqu~~e tor many yea~s, 
enrollment ~.n beginning ':,apt.na.e courses increased a.s much aes 600-
700% du't"ing the lS-BO's. (Itt Indiana UnivE:raitYt fot' ~xaJl1ple. , 
enrollment in Pir&t-Ye<-r J"t<pa.no!"-(ol. jUllpeci from 25 in 1976 to 160 in 
1989.) C(.,'.!raee in J;;.v4l)ese, once 'th@ exot.ic pres<e:cve Cit ~ ha.ndfull 
of major rese~.r ... "';h inl'iltihJt ion~, now appr.::!1r in the catalogs of .any 
cOJllJDunity college9- and .evan hi9h schools. In aany school., the 
dell.\!ind fot· instr.uctior. in th~ la.ng'J~ge at all levels bas grown more 
r.apidly than the supporting C' ... ~icular intrllBtructur. or the aupply 
of qualifif"d telSchen~. 'I'he presence or absenco ot an acadeaic 
program in Japanes$ aay indeed b9 a tactor in the decision by aoae 
highly motivated and capable stud&nts on which school to attend. 
Another illportant consideration which should not be under-
estimated in eVbluatin9 the relevance of a proqraa of Japanese 
Studies in any ~~iverGity is the growing interest of the business 
community in Japanese lan~~Qge and culture. Bu6inesapeople have 
discovered that It worklng ltno\iledge of the lan uae d a basic 
understanding of the cultur~ can contribute enoraouely to 
successful dealings with their Japanese counterpartr., even in cases 
where the other party possesses a good command of English. This 
surge of interest ill retlectftd. in the ae.r.y textbooks ana special 
courses in "Busineas Jap~nese~ which have appeared r.cently, as 
well as in the growth of support to Japanese Studies tro. bu.ine •• -
related toundatione. 
A good deal ot interest already exists at Illinois State 
University in courses on Japanese languaqe aIld culture. 
Enrollments have riseri st£adily since instruction in the language 
vas tirst ottared, until in Fall 1990, initial enroll.ent in 
Japanese 111 was seventy-tive. ot torty-two students enrolled 1n 
First- and Second-Year Japanese in Spring 1991, twenty have 
expressed an interest in a minor in Japanese studies if one were 
oftered. In addit ion to students who are enrolled in regular 
coursework, there is a qrovinq nu:mber fJ! .!!dvanced 8tudent~ Who have 
completed all clasge~ currently ~f!ered or who have returne~ from 
a semester or year of atudy at one of ISU'. two sponsored program. 
ot study in Jap~.11. S';JJWe of thes€/: advanced students -.ake 
arrangeme71te tor individu~.l d1rt!'cted study, but nearly all have 
inquired ~}x)ut ~ J!i!'"lor in J'~~n~se Studies. There are .any 
undergradu~te ~~jors off~!'~ by t.he Univer&ity which would O<&. well 
<.:o~pl~entf!'~ by It .in".t" in ;Japor.oi;ii16 Studies. Many ot the eatuden(.t! 
currently enrol1~d in Japanese language coursea ars Ir.terntJ.t.lcnal 
b:.lzinese ~jOl:.$. A ~incl' in J4pal1es~ · Studies ¥ould m.ake a good 
coDlbination with Jiilo.at Jiajora in t.h ... hUDAniti .. and scci8.1 science!! 
AS well, and wc~:d equip students with the skills and knowledgp to 
open up a vCl.ri~ty of POSSi.t.1 1 i t.i(!s in graduat.,a or professi onnl 
vOl-k. A.s b')c Ai~r of s~con~ary schools of !e~:ins J apal1ese 
increases, ~:~ ;,;111 th3 delItand tor qu~liti~d teachers. 
In additic ':, to ~eet.ing it growing demand and. retlc:::ting ~ 
n~tionwide tre!:d, :es 1f.,iot:''':" i!< .Japen-ese studies would be ai, i:tl?~l--tltnt 
step in helping Illinois State V~iverBity ~chieve its ~t~ted goals 
of in(;reas~o "und~rstanding of gi obal and na't:ion,'!l interciependencp 
and (expansiol') of} lmovledge and understanding of. other cult:),jr{'s~ 
(1l1.1nois S~ I)niv.r • .ay tU~§j_Q.c. S~akP.AAt, as lftrticuJ.ated in the 
}.~a1ell.ic k'l <!I.r'., 1989-1994) and the plan..-1ing priority of 
"Internatiork'\l iaaticm of t.h~ CUrricu] Ul!!~ (sect ion II of the S&..l!~ 
dOClll!1.ent} • The .,lanninej priorities specifically I,E"tion the. 
estl!l.bl ish..»e~t cf " ... ir.teh~.ive-language instruct:ion i~l t:argeted 
foreign lan~2ages!: (p. 29), of which Japanese is one (p. 27). In 
thE< re ... · ie.. or th~ ~p~rt!"~nt ;:;.f For~ign Languag6s: V1~ivn 2Q07 
(Dec. 1.98S} " it VltfJ noted that given "rectJnt tr~nds il' f'nrollment 
here and el~e.,.h.t!:(i': in Japan~se: 1:1 t sho'.lld be possibl~ to 
establisb a &~qu~~c~ of Japene~e languag&, lit.ratur~-in­
tranalhtiofi t and cultur~ C"Ottr-~.& in th. ~partJ.~t: or Pcreigll 
Languages (£iDlilllr to the atatulf of. Cla.A6.ics at the pr&se.nt) (p. 
15) . 
ISU and it:!) ttett-irtq of Blc>Ol{iinqton-Normal a::-e a logicr.l placf! 
to be on the forefront of .j~vel()ping curriculum related to Japct~t\e£e 
langub.9E: a.nd Ctlltur.e. Ae a result partly of the vit~lity of 
Jl"Jpaflese-Am~Ticl!ln joint vent.uree in t.hif; area and the concurrently 
growing nwr..ber C!'t J~pa.n$e.e nationals living here, the Dep,,-TtlIent 
ot Foreign Languages receives frequent inquiries regarding 
tr~1\sl at hlg e! L"ltarpl:f.ltll.q llerv iCGS or the aVlI.i lability ot 
adva.nced 5''':'UC~''1t~ to tl.l:t pe..rt OT [':.211 ·tiJn€: pOBitiofll!i requiring 
skills in the ,Jcpanesc; It\n'~-u.egf>. There is clearly a need here 
which should be r.etlo('ted ir~ f:Jt:,.l:r'e curr icul um dev.l(')p!IMlllt. 
9. Expected !:npact c! Prcpos~d Pl'ogram on Exieting Campus 
P:o(j: arts: 
It ).s expecte{'! th~t ZI minor in J~pe-.nE'i~e Stu·:i.ie2! wlll promote 
inte':·cSa t in th~, .J~panesc l~ng\u~gE in particulal:' and AElhm Studies 
in genet'al, "t:liHi~rthening enroll:s:ent In exl~ting co\" .re~ .. t, a.rAd 
attract i ng student~ to two courses, ~Tapant;sS'e 231 and Japl5nea& 232, 
which c.re currently in the curricular approval }}r~e... If 
approved j th.es~ cc,urs~s will be included in the 1992-<;3 
Undar.gradua~e catz.V>:l. 
10. Curr it";'ular Changes Including New Cc~r8CS: S&:"f.:. attac.hed 
f' i' ~"T~-o!i a1 s • 
11 ~ J1.nticipat.ed St&ff log ~J'ra.ngemt?nt~ ~ 
No '~P -I'': f~'7',;lty '\f':YJJ. d bE' requi __ n~d for Chis. llinor. Beqi,nning 
with acC'-d~-:Jt}. c year 1996 · S:' , th.e t!{:!~ii ... -':;;~ent ot For.~.qn I",o,r,q-ojagelf 
hired a f'.!ll - t'j.llJ~ a.st'!i.f;.~.:.a. nt pror ·~&ticjr (RQ-{?,.r Thomt:G} "n a ney 
te(;ure ·-tr~'-.:Y. 1 inl.'-.' t.c/i' t .hc. f:~res.s pur!cos, of bulJditlg up the 
curc~cuJ. UJ:r' if: .J ~.penf!t5e~t 1ST"!,. ThG d€> .• dgn~tion or (~ kt;nor vill 
Of.;t:.t·t lest;. genF.! ate interes t on thoJ; pc.;:t 01 ~t:Odent8 I but tn. 
re:::curc~ . .s ClJrrentJy ir~ p13ct' will lJ..~ able to satisfy -tn'!! demand. 
Th-£-: D~partJ»f!fit of F·o~eic.m Lanq·J5.q~r; h~s t~:=- t6.C~j ty ae.m..bera 
t&aCl'.j.ng }aJ..~.nesf' coun'.iee-, C>r!g on a full-time b'lB :;.~ {~ntio!led 
&.bc.ve) I thli' o ;.::he.r a:!J a pa t.'t-t!.N!C 1 <ect,ureI: • These two; inaiv iduals 
will taO;lc~ tht. cou.rs,£~ req'", .. dxed in the: Foro9!iqn Langu.ag~ DepartJaent 
as U!tll an ~~rv0 a~ advis,ere to stud$l~t.s . ThE; DepartlnGnts of 
History 1 A...<rt, Theat~r, If.!ld Sociology; h.'lthl"opology, and Social Work 
each have facu:l. ty ~!Qmr-,.;.ers who teach in t.he area of As ian Studies 
on a r~':..l.13t basis o 
UmVEltSITY ClJRnrCULUl1 CottrlITTEE COVEI~ SIIEl:r 
For All Proposals [or Pr03r.:lID Chanec 
1991-1992 
II (~o 
U;'WERGIZ1\DUATE ONLY Art 9/8/91 
Dilte Depar tUICll t JAN 15 '1992 
A. Suml.llary of proposed action (see P.:ut D), includinE: title o[ nC\-I pro~rarn, 
and C'x"ct c.:ltalo8 copy [or a nC'r1 or <lltcr-ed proEjram. (Sec catalog for-
format and eX.J.Illples.) Provide a :::;umm.J.r-y of the ch.:mgcs. 
Degree: B . A., B. S., Art 
Sequence: Studio Arts Sequence 
Proposal to institute a new Studio Arts Sequence within the Art Major 
offered for the B.A./B.S. degree by the Department of Art. This 
sequence resul ts fran separating the current "studio Arts and Art 
History Sequence" into two distinct sequence cClll'onents. Both new 
sequences would be implemented in the 1992-1993 catalog. 
Proposed catalog Copy and Additional Information: see attachment. 
n. Proposed Action Of ore thi!11 one itcm !)JClY be checked) 
-X- NC\-l--see instructions for subITlissicn of new procram. (s~:~ V, Pi'. <:-10) 
Ch.:lI1/je in rcqui rem~lltG for m.:ljor-
Chan~e ill requiremcnts [or minor (Sec V, 1, d. p.g) 
Change in requirements [or sequence 
Other proeram revisions 
C. Rout 1n8 and ac tion suo:mna.ry 
Dcp.1rtlIlent Chair 
College Denn ----~~~----~~-----------
Teacher Education Council 
(if required, see III, p. 
University Curriculu111 CO[Junittce 
~Approved as subruitted 
__ Approved ¥lith modifications 
__ Not opproved 
v~\ LJ~ 
V ~\ t c 
11:1 t l' 
!J;ll e 
D;l t c 








Department of Art - studio Arts Sequence - 9/8/91 
CATALOO COPY: 
stu:tio Arts Sequence 
Degrees offered: B.A., B.S. 
The Studio Arts Sequence contains required Foundations and other courses 
cammon to the studio arts disciplines (ceramics, drawing, fibres, glass, 
intaglio, lithography, metalwork and jewelry, painting, photography and 
sculpture), but also provides a program of intensive study within one of these 
areas of the visual arts. This sequence prepares students to work as visual 
arts professionals or pursue graduate study at the M.A./M.S. levels. 
55 hours in ART requi red, as follows: 
16 hours Foundations: ART 103, 104, 106, 109, 155, 156. 
To progress fran Foundations to Sequence courses a student ITnlSt have 
attained a cumulative 2.5 GPA. 
21 hours Required Sequence courses: ART 257; the initial course in the 
student's intended area of concentration (see below); 6 hours in three-
dimensional and 6 hours in two-dimensional art (as specified according 
to the concentration requirements below); any 300-level art history 
course. ART 201, 211, 309 do not count toward the major. 
Initial Course in Area of Concentration and 3-0/2-0 Requirements by 
Concentration (listed in that order): 
Ceramics Concentration: ART 228; ART 232 and 233; ART 213 and 
214. 
Drawing Concentration: ART 213; ART 232 and 3 hours fran 224, 
228, 240, 255; ART 245 or 246, and 261. 
Fibres Concentration: ART 240; 6 hours fran ART 224, 228, 232, 
255; 6 hours fran ART 213, 226, 261. 
Glass Calcentration: ART 255; ART 228 and 232; 6 hours fran ART 
213, 235, 245 or 246, 261. 
Intaglio Concentration: ART 245; ART 232 and 3 hours fran ART 
224, 228, 240, 255; ART 213 and 261. 
Lithography Concentrati<n: ART 246; ART 232 and 3 hours fran ART 
224, 228, 240, 255; ART 213 and 261. 
Metalwork and Jewelry Concentration: ART 224; ART 228 and 232; 6 
hours fran ART 213, 226, 261. 
Photography Concentration: ART 235; 6 hours fran ART 224, 228, 
232, 234, 240, 255; 6 hours fram ART 213, 226, 245 or 246, 261. 
Painting Calcentrati<n: ART 261; ART 232 and 3 hours fran ART 
224, 228, 240, 255; ART 213 and 245 or 246. 
Sculpture C<noentratial: ART 232; 6 hours fran ART 224, 228, 234, 
240, 255; ART 213 and 261. 
Mnission to a Concentra tion: After the first course in any area of 
concentration in the studio Arts Sequence, and after caTl>letinq the 
prerequisi tes for, but before being accepted into the second course in 
that concentration, the student will undergo screening of supportive 
materi als by the faculty involved with the specific concentration. 
18 hours Concentration courses and. ART electives at the 200 or 300 
level. Students nust take the courses specified below for each concen-
tration, plus appropriate ART electives at the 200 or 300 levels to 
total 18 hours. Students should consult the department advisor for 
selection of appropriate ART electives. 
Cenmi.cs CcncEntratial: ART 229 and 328. 
Drawing C<noentratial: ART 214 and. 331. 
Fibres Coo.centratial: ART 241 and 340. 
Glass Ccncentratial: ART 355. 
Intaglio Ccncentraticn: ART 345. 
Li thoqraphy: ART 346. 
Metalwork and Jewelry C<nCElltraticn: ART 225 and 324. 
Photography Ccncentraticn: ART 236, 335 and 383. 
Paintinq Ccncentraticn: ART 262, 263 and 361. 
Sculpture C<noentraticn: ART 233 and 332. 
300-level concentration courses may be repeated. 
* * * 
D~IPTICfi OF SEUJEl!CE AND RATlOOALE FOR PROORAH CHANGE 
This will be a studio arts sequence only. It results fran separating into 
distinct carponents what is currently called the "studio Arts and Art History 
Sequence." The new studio Arts Sequence provides broad experience in and. 
understanding of the studio arts, conforrrdng to the guidelines for majors in 
studio art of the Naticnal Association of Schools of Art and. Design (NASAD), 
the accrediting agency for the Department of Art. These guidelines stipulate 
that, of the total credits in ART required for graduation (55 semester hours), 
65\-70\ (36-39 semester hours) be in the studio arts. The sequence outlined 
here allows for 43 hours in studio arts (although ART electives at the 200 or 
300 level could also be divided between studio and art history courses) . This 
revision also removes a reference in the preceding cataloq to the degree's 
preparaticn of students for pursuinq graduate work en the K.F .A. level. The 
chanqe addresses a concern raised by NASAD reviewers that greater distinctien 
be drawn between liberal arts and professional degrees, i. e., between the 
B.A./B.S. art major and the B.F.A. program. 
aJRRIaJLAR <XlNSEXXJmCES AND IMPACT OF PROPOSAL ON EXISTING PR<:X3RAHS 
This proposal defines the studio Arts Sequence roore precisely than ever before 
by focusing on the requirements necessary for a well rotmded studio program 
with a concentration in one mediun. The catalog copy changes provide nuch-
needed clarification of requirements for the several concentrations, which 
were never satisfactorily stated in previous catalogs. Removing confusion 
about the actual purpose of this sequence will benefit both students and 
DepartIrent, while formalizing the concentrations will also allow student tran-
scripts to reflect roore precisely the organized nature of their proqrams of 
study. 
Separating the Studio Arts fram Art History also provides an opportunity to 
design a sequence specifically directed to the special needs of Art rrajors 
wishing to concentrate in Art History (see accompanying Art History Sequence 
proposal). In a related change, Graphic Design, which previously was a 
concentration within the "studio Arts and Art History Sequence," is also 
proposing its own sequence (see accarpanying proposal), based on its own 
specialized demands. 
Since, in carparison to its earlier manifestation, the Studio Arts Sequence is 
roore sharply defined and roore rigorous in the requirements to which it holds 
studio arts majors, this sequence wi 11 produce better prepared graduates. 
Instituting reviews or screens after students carplete the Foundations courses 
and before they enter a concentration will allow the department to rronitor and 
upgrade performance levels arooIlg majors generally. With the inplernentation of 
this sequence, we expect a slight initial decline in enrollment, producing a 
srraller, but roore balanced and higher quality collective enrollment than in 
the current program. We further expect that these changes will strengthen the 
Department and assist in future recruitment of better qualified students. 
ANTICIPATED STAFFING AND FUNDING NEEDS 
No new staffing or additional funding is anticipated since the proposal adds 
no new courses. 
U}iDERG1Zi\DUATE ONLY 
X / I 
/ .' .:; /. 
U~lIVU~:>lTY CURl~ICULUt! C0l111ITTEE COVEIZ SHEET 
For 1'...11 PropoG31s for ProBr.1m ChallEjc 
1991-1992 
Art 
Ocp<.Ir tlllCll t 
9/8/91 
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lie ({p 9/~7JJ 
JAN 15 1992 
A. Summary of proposed action (sec P.1rt D), includine title of nc,-, pro/jram. 
and C'xact cJ.t.:lI08 copy [or .:l nC'r! or altered prOer,lIU. (Sec cal.l1o~ for 
format 3.nd eXJillplcs.) Provide a sUIllU!2ry of the changes. 
Degree: B.A., Art 
Sequence: Art History 
Proposal to institute a new Art History Sequence within the Art Major 
offered for the B.A. degree by the Department of Art. This sequence 
resul ts fran separating the current "studio Arts and Art History 
Sequence" into two distinct sequence cCITl'onents. Both new sequences 
would be implemented in the 1992-1993 catalog. 
Proposed catalog Copy and Additional Inforrration: see attaclTrent. 
B. Proposed Action (l:ore thiln one item !!l.:ly be checked) 
~ Ne,,"l--see instructions for submissicn of nel" procram. (,, :'<c V, Pi" "-;--10) 
Ch.:lI1ge in rcquircm~ll ts for m.1j or 
Change ill requirements [or minor (;';ce V, 1, d, p. 9) 
Change in requirements for SCqUCllCC 
Other program revisiolls 
C. Routin8 and action GlLlllnary 
Department Chair __ -+~~~J-~~-L~~~~~~L-________________ __ 
College Denn 
----~~7C~--~~~~-----------------
Teacher EduCllti n Council 
--~~----------------------------(if required, see III, p.5)~ 
Uni v e r sit y Cu 1- r ic u 1 um Co nun itt e '2 _'e"--"'--'~=-' - -' ___ 'tc==- ::.O-=-/-,~~(~_. __ _ 
~~pproved as subruitted 
__ ~pproved with modifications 
__ Not approved 
1 ),\ t \' 
D. Please SUbElit 20 copies to tll'2 Un:tvc ;~ "1.ty Curriculum COI'1r;lHtl~C 
27 
traditic:ns essential to tmderstandinq bow art is made, but it also provides ' 
stt.denu a broad awareness of art history on both introductory and advanced 
levels, alOO9 with additimal experience in the kind of research skills and 
critical tbiIlkill; necessary to effective graduate work. outside the Depart-
ment of Art, the sequence encourages students to develop their professimal 
writing aM foreign langtla9'e skills, and to broaden their Jmowledge further 
with as nany courses as possible in carplementary liberal arts disciplines. 
The distribution of courses within and outside the Depa.rtrneIlt of Art proposed 
here also meets the standards of the Natimal Association of Schools of Art 
and Design (NASAD) for purposes of accreditatioo. 
aJRRlaJI..AR CXIf~ AND IMPACT OF PROPOSAL (If EXISTING ~ 
Introductory Art History survey and upper-divisioo courses would caltinue to 
be ta\¢t wi th the same course ntltbers and in the same rranner in which they 
have been handled previously, except for revisioos in the cc:ntent of ART 382. 
<:me new course, ART 395, Undergraduate Seminar in Art History, will be added 
to the course offerinQs as a specific requirement for studenu in the Art 
History sequence and as an elective for other qualified st\denu. No tmder-
graduate seminar currentl y exists in Art History, and a seminar experience 
provides essential, in-depth preparation for graduate work in the discipline. 
Two other new courses are also being proposed at this time which will be 
avai 1 abl e to the student body in general, as well as those in the Art History 
sequence. <:me of them, ART 140, Native Arts of the Americas, Africa and the 
South Pacific, will be required of students in the Art History sequence. The 
other, ART 385, Recent Developnents in Art: 1970 to the Present, wi 11 be an 
Art History el ecti ve wi thin the sequence. ART 385 wi 11 provide a sequel to 
ART 382, Art in the United States III: World War II to the Present, which in 
revised form will cover American art fran the Depressioo to 1970. Both of the 
new courses have been initiated in respoose to needs percei vecl by the Art 
faculty at large. ART 140 will allow students exposure to the arts of signi-
ficant nem-Westem cuI tures, thus broadening cross-cul tural understanding. 
ART 385 makes possible an in-depth coosideration of the multi-faceted art 
forms and critical issues characteristic of the current art scene. These 
recent artistic developments are beyond the scope of current course offer-
inqs, but are essential to young artists preparing to enter the professiooal 
art world. 
(Accarpanying this sequence proposal are new course proposals for ART 140, 
385, and 395 and a proposal to change title and course caltent of ART 382.) 
ANTICIPATm STAWING AND PUNDING ~ 
ART 140, 385 and 395 will be taujlt by existing Art History faculty. The 
undergraduate seminar, ART 395, will be rotated am::og the Art History faculty; 
chanqing instructors and topics will provide students the opportunity to 
explore basic research problena fran various perspectives. 
In'I>lementatioo of the proposed sequence in Art History requires no additimal 
staffing, since the Art History Area acquired a new full-time position (filled 
this year) in anticipatioo of the need to inl>lanent the proposed changes. 
Teachi.ng the new courses emly requires rearran;ing faculty assi9DDll'llu and 
reorganizing the order in which courses are offered. Normally, the new 
seminar will be tau;ht ooce an academic year, and will take the place of one 
other course in a faculty rnent>er's nomal teaching load. Eliminating cne ' 
course fran a given semester's schedule will not hinder students' access to 
necessary courses since they will still have adequate optiCflS within the Art 
History Area. Because no additiccal sWfing is required, no additiooal 
funding is necessary to initiate this sequence. 
AGENDA FOR THE ACADEMIC SENATE 
TIME: 7:00 P.M., Wednesday, February 26, 1992 
PLACE: Circus Room, Bone Student Center 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Approval of Minutes of February 12, 1992 
Chairperson's Remarks 
Vice Chairperson's Remarks 
Student Body President's Remarks 
Administrators' Remarks 






Proposed Academic Senate Meeting 
Calendar for July - December 1992 
Approval of Five University Curriculum 
Committee Proposals as Recommended by 
Academic Affairs Committee 
a. Health Communication Program 
Minor in Community Health 
b. Department of Foreign Languages 
Minor in Japanese Studies 
c. Department of Art 
New Studio Arts Sequence 
d. Department of Art 
Art History Sequence 
e. Department of Art 
New Graphic Design Sequence 
1. Academic Affairs Committee 
Proposal for Bachelor of Fine Arts 
2. Academic Affairs Committee Proposal 
for Philosophy: Minor in Religious 
Studies 
3. Academic Affairs Committee Presenta-
tion of University Studies Review 
Committee Document 
4. Faculty Affairs Committee Changes 
in ASPT Document 
'92 eALEN. , 
ACADEMIC SENATE MEETING CALENDAR 
JULy - DECEMBER, 1992 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
HOVEY 419 
4:00 P.M. 
July 6, 1992 
August 17, 1992 
August 31, 1992 
September 14, 1992 
September 28, 1992 
October 19, ' 1992 
November 2, 1992 
November 30, 1992 
ACADEMIC SENATE MEETINGS 
CIRCUS ROOM - 7:00 P.M. 
BONE STUDENT CENTER 
*Ju1y 15, 1992 
(subject to cai1) 
August 26, 1992 
September 9, 1992 
September 23, 1992 
October 7, 1992 
October 28, 1992 
November 11, 1992 
December 9, 1992 
BOARD OF REGENTS 1 992 
1992 MEETING CALENDAR 
, 
January 30,. 1992 
February 12, 1992 
March 19. 1992 
April 16. 1992 
May 21. 1992 
June 18. 1992 
July 23. 1992 
August 20, 1992 
September 17, 1992 
October 22. 1992 
November 19. 1992 
December 3. 1992 
Illinois State University 
Subject to Call 
Nonhem Illinois University 
Sangamon State University 
Sprinafield. Illinois 
SUbject to Call 
Illinois Stat. University 
Subject to Call 
Sangamon State University 
Nonhern Illinois University 
Subject to Call 
Illinois State University 
D BOARD OF REGENTS' MEETINGS 
o EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
A ACADEMIC SENATE MEETINGS 
JULY '92 I AUGUST '92 
5 M T W T F 5 
1 234 
5 ® 7 ·8 9 10 11 
12 13 14~17 18 
19 20 21 22~24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 31 
SEPTEMBER '92 
5 M T W T F 5 
6 7 8 10 11 12 '~4 5 
13 cG>15 1j1 18 19 
. 20 21 22 a 24 25 26 
27829 30 
NOVEMBER '92 
S~TWTF . S 
1 \213~ 6 7 
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-
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1 
2345678 
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16 @8 'i~ 21 22 
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3O(jj) 
OCTOBER '92 
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123 
4 5 6 A 8 9 10 
11 2 '13 14 15 16 11 
18.~ l(£m23 24 
25 26 2~29 30 31 
DECEMBER '92 
S M T W T F 5 
1 j iii 4 5 
6 7 8 410 11 12 
1 J 14 1 5 tb 1 7 18 19 
20 2"-*-23--U--25-'if) 
21--28-29--lG-a--t---
University Curriculum Committee 




Betsy Drillon l ' 
JAN 15 1992 
SUBJECT: Approved UCC Proposals for Academic Senate Approval 
DA1E: January 12, 1992 
Enclosed are University Curriculum Committee proposals that need to be 
sent on to the Academic Senate for approval ASAP. Please let me know 
when they will be on the agenda. 
Thank you. 
Enclosures 
1. Department of Health Sciences 
Health Education Program 
. Minor in Community Health 
2. Department of Foreign Languages 
Minor in Japanese Studies 
3. Department of Art 
New Studio Arts Sequence 
4. Department of Art 
Art History Sequence 
5. Department of Art 
Create a New Graphic Design Sequence 
Hovey 308 
HSC COMM , 
HEALTH I 
_ . .!!t (ld 9/~, 
4r:prmt~ 
UMIVEISITY CUi&lCUJ.UK COHKlnEl COVia SiiUl' 
UNn£RGRADUAT! ONLY 
'01' AU h'opo..u for hoar .. Cbu,. 
19d-198' 
HeAlth Sciences 3/15/91 
JAN 'i J. J 
I I ~I 
I.. S~I'J of ,&'Opo.M actWD ( ••• 'ut I). lAclu41D, tlele 01 Dev proiu., 
aA4 .X&cc eacalo, cop, tOI' • "'''. 01' al~1'e4 pro,r... (S .. ca,al~i for 
tOn.lt.' &&Wi ~l.e •• ) h'oVu.. l\AaWlq vt d~. c;b&Aau. 
See attached 
I. hor •• eI kcioa (Ho,. CUa OM 'tea .. , " cbacUcl) 
____ N.w-••• iA¥'~CWu for .~.~ of alV prolr~. 
____ ca..A,. sa 1'.41""' .... U '01' "Jv&, (I •• V, pp. 9-10) 
____ c .... ,. sa 1'tt4l""' .... ,. tor a.&aQr (ie. V.I ••• ,.t) 
____ c~,. '- 1'.41,,", .... ,.'tol' "41W.Dc. 
____ o,awar ,rvll'_ r.vw~ 
c. ::::: ::Uiae ...a~_M_~ .......... _ __ iIIIo.-""' ______ _ 
Colle,. Cur. ec-. _~I' f>;~ /J..v {C "L 
eoUo,. - . .. 4ffl U;~--:-
t..cbel' U,,""- Coe'MU on-.,--,----------
(U I'""UH .... w. ,.S) , .' ~ J .' 
UUV'I'.lCl Cun1cul ... c:o-icc •• ~ OL>:o~Y licC 
D.'-f~ fl£i.L . 
Dat. crf -;q ( 
Dec. 9,61£7, 
Dac. ___ _ 
~Pl'o¥ ..... "'-iteM . . 
:X:~PI'OVe4 _ ,,~~ .. M4U,"Ciou 
REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF A NEW MINOR 
Institution: Illinois State University 
Responsible Department: Department of Health Sciences 
Health Education Program 
Proposed Program Title: Minor in Community Health 
.~ Qf Implementation: Fall Semester 1992 
The Health Education Program in the Department of Health Sciences 
submits a proposal for a minor in community health. Currently 
there exists a minor that serves both Teacher Education and 
Comm.uni ty Health students. The health education faculty feels 
that a minor focused specifically in Community Health would 
complement a variety of majors on campus. These include: Busi-
ness, Marketing, Social Work, Environmental Health, Criminal 
Justice, Sociology, and Home Economics. The rapid growth and 
diversification of the health care industry in the u.S. has 
created more opportunities for individuals with expertise de-
veloped by the combining of these majors and a minor in community 
Health. 
Proposed Program: 
Proposed Catalog ~ 
- 24 hours required 
- Required courses (15 hours): HSC 190, 290, 292, 296, 297. 
- Electives (9 hours): Three courses from: HSC 105, 155*, 194*, 
196*, 390, 394, 396. 
* Denotes University Studies 
Rationale: 
1. The hour requirement of 24 hours is consistent with many 
minors offered at the University. The Health Education faculty 
believe that this hour requirement would be satisfactory for a 
basic understanding of the health education process. 
2. The required courses of HSC 190, Foundations of Health Educa-
tion (3 hours), HSC 290 strategies in Health Education (3 hours), 
HSC 292 Community Public Health (3 hours), HSC 296 Concepts in 
Health Education, and HSC 297 Modern Health Problems (3 hours) 
are content and process courses essential to understanding 
health education. These courses provide a theoretical understand-
ing and cognitive base of health education, and development of 
health education process skills. 
1 
3. The elective courses offer the student a choice of content 
areas. The selections also offer a variety of University study 
and Senior level hours for stude~ts to utilize in planning their 
programs. 
Expected Impact Q! Proposal Qll ~xisting Campus Programs: 
There is no anticipated impact en existing programs. 
Curricular Changes Including ~~ Courses: 
Curricular changes are reflected in the health education major 
program proposal revision. 
Anticipated Staffing Arrangements: 
No new courses will be created, consequently the present faculty 
is sufficient for program requirements. 
Anticipated Funding Needs anQ Source Q! Funds: 
No additional funds will be needed to conduct the program. 
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FOR - JAP . 
UNIVERSITY CURRICULL~ COMMITTEE COVER SHEET 
For All Proposals for Program Change 
1988-1989 
l07 
UNDERGRADUATE ONLY Foreign Langua~e~ JAN 1 F; "10°2' ~ ;Uv 
Department Date 
A. Summary of proposed action (see Part B). including title of new program. 
and exact catalog copy for a new or altered program. (See catalog for 
format and examples.) Provide a summary of the changes. 
1mrlementation of a t-1inor in LTapanese Studies 
Catalog CODY: 
24 hoars in Japanese and r e:a~ed courses re OUlrea . 
Required courses: 2a~anes e Ill, 112, 115, 11 6 , 23~, 232 . 
Electives: E1S275, t~::;~125 (al se listed as I .~_T :: / ';ht: 125) , 
St.S29 L , or others arpr oyed cy del1artrr.e'lt . 
( B. Proposed Action (More than one item may be checked) 
C. 
x New--see instructions for submission of new program. (see V, pp. 9-10) 
Change in requirements for major 
Change in requirements for minor (See V, I, d. p.9) 
Change in requirements for sequence 
. ____ Other program revisions 
Routing and action summary 
Department Chair -..;.;::::_. I_h. ._i,;",,-{..;;......A_ ........ -!-~...:....;,..:....:=:..--'-~.J-U+...L..."--..L.·fl· /..:../""/...;'" '\ . pa te i' ~ -. <'. ' . ,'" I 
.. ' .. . 
lolil'l I College Curro Comm. Chair 
College Dean 
Teacher Education Council 
~----------------------------(if required, see III, p.5) 
University Curriculum Committee Y::-C.A...,A." ~ .. J-t ( 
>< Approved as submitted 
Approved with modifications 
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Date 1~/2 /t1 , 
D. Please submit 20 copies to the University Curriculum Committee 
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REQUEST FOR Ai'PROVkL OF A SUBrt!VISION OF A DEGREE MAJOR 
1. Institution: rllinoi~ SU\t:£ U:--.iversity. 
2. Responsible DepartJr.ent ~ Fon~iqn Languages. 
3. Proposed Program Title: Minor in Japanese Studies. 
4. Previous Program Title: HA. 
5. CIP5 Cla8sificatio~: 
6. Date of ImplsJlent.btion: fall 1992. 
7. Description of Proposed Program: 
The proposed Minor in Jllpanese Studies ia II liberal art5 
progrl\1l which tocuses on the lanquaq8, literature, and culture 
of the JapaneGe. The minor requires ~4 hour. in Japanese and 
related cours.s. Catalog copy is ~. tallow.: 
MINO? IN JAPANESE STUDIES 
2( -houra in Japanese and rel~ted elective coursevork 
rt~qui red. 
Required courses: Jap~nase 111, 112, 115, 116, 231, 232. 
Electivfts: HIS275, ARTl~5 (also listed as MUS/THE125), 
SJ..S294 or o~ar!) approved ·· by d48partment.. 
8. Rationale for Propo8al! 
The ~'~s't deced~ nas .een a !'t!dd~:;j grolrlth of intere.t in 
J'apa.'ltHJ~ l.'!:1gua9~ ani.; culture in OUt.' natic,l-.IS universit.i~~, junior 
collages, df;d 8"en higt. echoo16, In large universltieos whjcb had 
, alrEady ~p.n otferin~ in.:tructior. in 'Che lanqu~~.!'!" foT. .any years, 
enrol i.m~r.~ ).r· beginning ~. apc.na.e courses increase-a AS JDuch a& 600-
700% dUl'"UH] the 19Ze-'s. (A~- Im:hana UniV6l':aity, for' ~xample, 
enrollment in Pirllt-Yec?'r .Jt<pan{\~(o> jUllpe<l trom 25 in 1~76 to 160 in 
19B". ) Cu'.!raee in J;;.\;4..n~se, once ~h(Ol exo't:.ic pres~ :cve of ~ handfull 
of major re8e'!r ... ~h infiltjt'~\tion!i! )')0" appr;:!lr in the cat~logs of .any 
cOllJDunity colleqe9 an<' eV~!l high schools. In aany school., thE: 
d.~and fot- instruct ior. in th. lang'J~ge at all lQvels has grown more 
r.apidly than the 8up~rting c-.:rricular intrastructure or the aupply 
of qualitif"d t.lJchen~. 'Ih~ presence or absence of an acadeaic 
proc;ram in Japanesl5 .ay indettd b, a factor in the deciaion by 1I0Ma 
highly motivated and capable students on which school to attend. 
Anot.her iltportllnt consideration which should not be under-
estimated in eveluatin9 the relevance of a prograa of Japanese 
Studies in any ~~iverGity is the qrowing interest of the busine.s 
community in Japanese lan~~&ge and culture. au.inesspaople have 
discovered that a worklnq )cno\iledge of the lanquaqe and a basic 
understanding of the cuI tur-~ ca.n contribute enot"llOuely to 
successful dea11ngs wi th the ir .:Tilpanese counterpart .. , evoU! in cases 
where the other party possesse6 a good command of Enqlisb. This 
surgE of interest is r.tlect~d in the JkI.I.l' textbooks and special 
courses in "Busineas Jap~nes.~ which h~ve appe~rcd r.cently, aa 
well as in the growth of support to Japanese Studies tro. buaine •• -
related toundation •. 
A good deal ot interest already exists at Illinois stat. 
University in courses on Japanese languaqe and culture. 
Enrollments have risen st~adily since instruction in the language 
vas first ottared, until in Pa.ll 1990, initial enroll.ent in 
Japanese III was seventy-five. ot forty-two students enrolled in 
First- and Second-Year Japanese in Spring 1991, twenty have 
expressed an interest in a minor in Japanese Studies if ~n. were 
otfered . In addition to atudents wbo are enrolled in regular 
coursework, there is a qro-«inq nWIINr r:J! licvanced .tudent~ Vb~ bave 
completed all clasge~ currently offered or who have returne~ from 
a semester or Y6AT of atudy at one of ISU'. two sponsored prograa. 
of study l!i .)"p~_n. S':) f"a of thef>El: advanced students aaka 
arr3ngeme!"lte te~ in1lvid1J~. 1 ~1r~ct..d study, but. nearly all ha". 
inquired ~~llt ~. mi!!or in J'a~_!1~~e Stu1:'es. There at"f" .any 
undergr8duete ~~jors off~~~ by·the Univer&ity which v~uld O~ veil 
(,.o~pl e:rJent~~ by It .in~l" ill .J aponOiiili>S Studl.e5. MAny of the .t\ld."t.~ 
currently enrol J.6otd ili Japane8e lnnquage COUr5ea arc Ir.ternf.l:tl.c;l~l 
b:.lc;iness ~j"l&. 'A cine}- 1n Jap~ne8" studie!! 1I'(\uld JII.aKe a qood 
co~ination wi~ 50at aajor. in th6 huaaniti •• &n4 8o~ial .cienc~p. 
a& well, and \ric, -.;.:d 6quiJ:. students with the SKills and kn(\wl~~g" to 
open up a vQri~ty of possi t .i 1 i tj(!S in graduat.e or pt:"ofessi O:rl<:ll 
WO!'"K. }.~ ~'.c • .,UJ:i,.b.2r of lI"'co~~ary echoo~s of!er.-ir:g J('1panes(~ 
incr-easf!:£, ~ .:- .iJ. l th~ delliand tor quaUri~~ teachers. 
In add i t. i c :, t.o lteetl.ns; a qrowinq deltand a!!:1 ret Jc=ting t 
nat ion"-'ide t re!"!~ , "-' lliio,=,':" i~ .Jare!"!~5e stud.j~s would be a'-, it:?:-t-t~riC 
step in help1ns Illinois State U~iver.ity ~chieve its ~t~ted goals 
of increas~ci "und~r$tandi!'1g of g) obal ~nd na-cion.'!l interdependencp 
and (ex:pansion of J KnO'tor'l@dge and unaorstandinq ot othe~ cuJ tXi:-e-S" 
(Illinois ~ka.j;& Uniy.rl;..ty.IU.U . LQ~ St;,qkPM-tt, as articulat.ed in t:.he 
.\ca:iea.ic :t: ] ~r., 1989-1994) l'l.il tj the plan"'"Iio«? priority of 
"lnternat.iork'l.liaaticm ot tntl CUrricu] U:t'I" (section II ot the 58 .. 0"; 
doclll!,1ent.} • Ti.e ~lannin<j priori ties speci fically 1f:r.t io .. - the 
establistuH"~~ cf " ... ir.tll:-.~ - i\'e-lanC"u~qe inst.ruc~ion i>-1 'Cargeteci 
foreign l~n~l<t!Jes! : (p . 29), of which-Japant!se is one (r. 27). In 
the. review ot th~ Dep~rt!';~nt c.! Fore ... gn LanguagEis t V1S.j.YD 2007 
(Dec. 198;;: . it 'dl'e noted trai;. gi 'len f1r~c"nt tnmd!! ir f'''lrollment 
here and ~li-'e"'he:ri': ir. Ja~ar.e;;€ , it sho'.lld be possibl~ to 
eatab11sb a .~qu~~c. of Jepene~e langu~98, lit.ratur~-in­
trah81Ir.ti~n, and culturoe c':.ntr~ •• in th. o.apalC·b.l~t of. PoroigIl 
Langua9~& {£imilar to the atatu. of Cla86ics at the pr_sent) (p. 
lS) . 
ISU and it:5 l'ettir.q or Bl~~inqton-Ncrm.al a:-e a logicr;;.l plac~ 
to be on the fot-.front of j~vel()ping curriculum relc-teci to J'apcL~II!! .. e 
language Ar,d c-~.llture. Ae a result p&!.-tly of the vit.~lity of 
Jllpanese-Americl!n joint ventures in t:.hif; area and the concurrently 
growing nUAbar cd J~pan.f.e nationals living here, the Dep:s.rtlIent 
of Foreign Languages receive. frequent inquiries regardinq 
tra.l\sla't:_),C' C! l!'ltllrpl· ;;t.il~:1 tI ·"T'.-iCodG or the ~\·lI.ils.tility ot 
advance{! 5 -':' UCt>'~tf' ''':0 t.:.._L t fll:..r-.; 0 ;: I ')ll tiJ~: position,; req~iring 
skills in tn, .J=pane~c It't~)·~-U~qf> . There is clearly a: need here 
which should be r0!3!l(wted ir~ r:J~~-;-C cun' iculUlD dov.ll")paant. 
9. Expected I:npa=t c: Prcpos(~ d Fl' o~ram Or) Exieting Campus 
ProS:- e;,z:s ; 
It j .s expecte~ thnt z: min0r in J~~c_ nil::;E St'Jdie:! will promote 
intelc9a~ j n UK .J~panes(;. 1 ~ng\ll"'q~ in particular &00 Ali 110m Studies 
in genen.l, &tl~Tl~rt.hening .nroll~«mt In exl~tin9 COl..'TSt"., a.fad 
attrd~ting stud9nt~ to two courses, Japan~se 231 and Japan.56 232, 
which ~re currently in th'! curricular approv~l t)!"N":e... If 
llPDrovad. · thea"", Cr.;lurS~5 vill be included in the 1992-1;;3 
Undergrzodulll:.e Cd.tz.log. 
10.- Cllrri('"~J~r ChangEs Including Ne~ Cc~rscs: ~, ~: f:. attac.hed 
r'.' ~ ':;_-O!: ~ 1 s . 
11. J.l.ntic.ipated St&ffing ~_rrtlngem':'!1t.~ ~ 
No ,'.,:. .. ' fa·~'.l ty ",-:-' .,.;: :j b~ rcqu:' :·pd for tt~i 5 II ino:! . Beqi.~Tji ng 
101ith aC1!'df;J.:""1C ye;t>.r )q-:.~. <:: : th·; t.:.c;<:.:-':::~e!1t ot Fora:,:')Jl I...ar,q-oJaqelf 
h).red a i'j!.l-~j_ Pl4? a.;:.~i~~_a~t pro('Htb C,r (RO"'::4tr Th(1l1lcE-} ~~:-: a ne'io< 
te(urE'·-tr~ ':" . .liru·' tvl t .ile f!xpress pt::r~'!".'s, of b,~Udl!,g up the 
CDr! .~C\.lll!F' iI'", ..! ~,penf!o;tro~ :-:t. lSr. : Tht; d&"!.g'1~tiori or (~ ~~ no: will 
dV_'.l - t'I~sr: g2~~·-:-ate interf'osl:. on th...t Pc.!t of ~t:o~ent:81 but th. 
reSC:.lrc'?s cL' r .... !;:nt]~ ir: pl"c~ \li:'1 D-~ able to satisfy "tho!! demand. 
Ttli-. fl1"t.>l:~~r,t of fO"'e iqn Lan':r..l5.cf:lS hbS t....,:- t6.Ci.!.~ ty •• JlZ.berl-te,a~l',j!:g "'ap~nes4' CC'U:-;iee l Of!~ ·on 'a full-time b"l&:'" {~T!tio!led 
abc-vel I th~ o ;..:her ll.lJ -' P3!.-t-t~r.H:' l-ect ,\.ire::I:. These t~·, . .l ino~\'idu~l~ 
will :v~.:::!: tnt; cou.rae.8- re- -.rl..lir-ed in the For~iqn Lanquag1!! DepartJaent 
eofi '-'£ 11 ill') c~:::-v~ ~~ ad\' i~e.x:e t.o stud~~t_s. The ~pClrtJliGnts ct 
P.isto!J', A--r:t, Theat~r, li.nd Sociology, h:1tt.::-opology, and Social Work 
each have f!.cu:' t J' ~~r.;.ers who;) t~c.ch in t.he ar~ll of Aaian Studies 
orl a r<eg~l~t bas is c 
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For iUl l'.r0pos.:lls [o r Pro~r2m Cll.Jll£C 
1991-1992 
I { ("""l,.. 0 
Art 9/8/91 
U'':Pd r t lllC ll t JAN 1 b "1992 
A. Slill'.lll.Jry of proposed .:lctioil (scc P.Jrt Il), iIlCludill~ title o[ nc~., pr0t;r.JfD, 
unJ ~ C;lC t c.:ltulo 8 c opy [or .J nc'" or .:.JltcrcJ pr08L1IU. (Scc cat:lll1f, f()r 
[orm~t .:ll1d ex,:l!1Jp les.) Provide a sUlnlf!.:lry o[ the ch,:mscs . 
Degree: B.A., B.S., Art 
Sequence: Studio Arts Sequence 
Proposal to institute a new studio Arts Sequence within the Art Major 
offered for the B.A./B.S. degree by the Departrrent of Art. This 
sequence resul ts fran separating the current "Studio Arts and Art 
History Sequence" into two distinct sequence cat'l'onents. Both new 
sequences would be implemented in the 1992-1993 catalog. 
Proposed catalog Copy and Additional Information: see attachment. 
n. Proposed Action O:ore th .:ln oneitc~ ~)j.:ly be ctlecked) 
~ Ne~l--see instructions for sl!br~issicn of IW\'; procr.:lm. (:; " '-' V, r;'. ~-lO) 
Ch.Jll,l3C in rcqui;:C r.1lCll tG for ;n.)jor 
Ch':108C in requiremcnts [or minor (:.lIce V, 1, J, p.<J) 
Ch.JI1t;c in requirCilJ~IltG [or scq ucllce 
Other pro~ram rcvisicns 
' C. RoutinG <Hid .:lction GLL11;a:lJ:y 
Dcpartment Ch~ir __ ~~~'u1~Y1~ __ ~~~~~~~~ ______________ __ 
Co11esc Curr. Ccr;t3. Chair 
College De<lll 
----7-~r7------~~---------
Teacher Educllt1~ Council 
(if required, see III, p. 
University CU1-ricull'm CODunittc'2 
~Approved as suLmlt:ted 
__ Approved Hith modifications 
__ Not approved 
/)~\ l:>' 
VCI le 
I J:\ t 1.' 
I); I t (~ 
l);1 L C 









Department of Art - Studio Arts Sequence - 9/8/91 
CATALOO COPY: 
stldio Arts Sequence 
Degrees offered: B.A., B.S. 
The studio Arts Sequence contains required Foundations and other courses 
cammon to the studio arts disciplines (ceramics, drawlng, fibres, glass , 
intaglio, lithography, metalwork and jewelry, painting, photography and 
sculpture), but also provides a program of intensive study within one of these 
areas of the visual arts. This sequence prepares students to work as visual 
arts professionals or pursue graduate study at the M.A. /M.S. levels . 
55 hours in ART required, as follows: 
16 hours Foundations: ART 103, 104, 106, 109, 155, 156. 
To progress fran Fmmdations to Sequence courses a student must have 
attained a cumulative 2.5 GPA. 
21 hours Required Sequence courses: ART 257 ; the initial course in Lie 
student's intended area of concentration (see below); 6 hours in three-
dimensional and 6 hours in two-dimensional art (as specified according 
to the concentration requirements below); any 300-level art history 
course . ART 201, 211, 309 do not count toward the major. 
Initial Course in Area of Concentration and 3-0/2-0 Requirements by 
Calcentratim (1 isted in that order): 
Ceramics Concentration: ART 228; ART 232 and 233; ART 213 and 
214. 
Drawing Concentration: ART 213; ART 232 and 3 hours fran 224, 
228, 240, 255; ART 245 or 246, and 261. 
Fibres Calcentraticn: ART 240; 6 hours fran ART 224, 228, 232, 
255; 6 hours fran ART 213, 226. 26l. 
Glass Ccrlcentraticn: ART 255; ART 228 and 232; 6 hours fran ART 
213, 235, 245 or 246, 261. 
Intaglio Calcentraticn: ART 245; ART 232 and 3 hours fran ART 
224, 228, 240, 255; ART 213 and 261 . 
Lithography Calcentraticn: ART 246; ART 232 and 3 hours fran ART 
224, 228, 240, 255; ART 213 and 261. 
Metalwork and Jewelry Calcentraticn: ART 224; ART 228 and 232; 6 
hours fran ART 213, 226, 261. 
Photography Calcentraticn: ART 235; 6 hours fran ART 224, 228, 
232, 234, 240, 255; 6 hours fran ART 213, 226, 245 or 246, 261. 
Paintinq Cmcentraticn: ART 261; ART 232 and 3 hours fran ART 
224, 228, 240, 255; ART 213 and 245 or 246. 
Sculpture C<ncEntratic:n: ART 232; 6 hours frem ART 224, 228, 234, 
240, 255; ART 213 and 261. 
Mnission to a Concentraticn: After the first course in any area of 
ccncentration in the studio Arts Sequence, and after carpleting the 
prerequisi tes for, but before being accepted into the second course in 
that cCilcentration, the student will undergo screening of supportive 
materials by the faculty involved with the specific concentration. 
18 hours Concentraticn courses and ART electives at the 200 or 300 
level. students nust take the courses specified below for each concen-
tration, plus appropriate ART electives at the 200 or 300 levels to 
total 18 hours. Students should consul t the department advisor for 
selection of appropriate ART electives. 
Cercmri.cs Ccncentratic:n: ART 229 and 328. 
DrawincJ Ccncentratic:n: ART 214 and 331. 
Fibres Concentratic:n: ART 241 and 340. 
Glass cmcentraticn: ART 355. 
Intaglio Ccmcentraticn: ART 345. 
Li thography: ART 346. 
Metalwork. and Jewelry ConCElltraticn: ART 225 and 324. 
Photography Ccncentraticn: ART 236, 335 and 383. 
Paintinq Ccncentraticn: ART 262, 263 and 361. 
Sculpture C<ncEntraticn: ART 233 and 332. 
300-level concentration courses may be repeated. 
* * * 
D~IPI'ICfi OF smJmCE AND RATICfiALE FOR PROJRJ\M <lIANGE 
This will be a studio arts sequence only. It results fran separatinq into 
distinct catpCnents what is currently called the "Studio Arts and Art History 
Sequence." The new studio Arts Sequence provides broad experience in and 
understanding of the studio arts, conforming to the guidel ines for rrajors in 
studio art of the NaHmal Association of Schools of Art and Design (NASAl), 
the accrediting agency for the Department of Art. These guidelines stipulate 
that, of the total credits in ART required for graduation (55 semester hours), 
65\-70\ (36-39 semester hours) be in the studio arts. The sequence outlined 
here allows for 43 hours in studio arts (although ART electives at the 200 or 
300 level could also be divided between studio and art history courses). This 
revision also removes a reference in the preceding catalog to the degree's 
preparaticn of students for pursuing graduate work em the M.F.A. level. The 
chanqe addresses a concern raised by NASAl) reviewers that greater distinctiem 
be drawn between liberal arts and professional degrees, i.e., between the 
B.A./B.S. art major and the B.F.A. program. 
aJRRIaJLAR a::>NSEXXJElK:ES AND IMPACl' OF PROPOSAL ON EXISTING PRCGRP.HS 
This proposal defines the Studio Arts Sequence more preci,ely than ever before 
by focusing an the requirements necessary for a well rounJed studio program 
with a concentration in one medillTl. The catalog copy changes provide nuch-
needed clarification of requirements for the several concentrations, which 
were never satisfactorily stated in previous catalogs. J~erroving coofusion 
about the actual purpose of this sequence wi 11 benefi t both stu::lents and 
Department, while formalizing the concentrations will also allow stu::lent tran-
scripts to reflect more precisely the organized nature of their programs of 
study. 
Separating the Studio Arts fram Art History also provides an opportunity to 
design a sequence specifically directed to the special needs of Art majors 
wishing to concentrate in Art History (see accc:Il"paIlying Art History Sequence 
proposal). In a related change, Graphic Design, which previously was a 
concentration within the "Studio Arts and Art History Sequence," is also 
proposing its own sequence (see accarpanying proposal), based on its own 
specialized demands. 
Since, in comparison to its earlier manifestatioo, the Studio Arts Sequence is 
more sharply defined and more rigorous in the requirements to which it holds 
studio arts majors, this sequence will produce better prepared graduates. 
Instituting reviews or screens after stu::lents carplete the Foundations courses 
and before they enter a coocentraticn will allow the departrrent to roonitor and 
upgrade perfornance levels am::ng majors generally. With the irrplerrentation of 
this sequence, we expect a slight initial decline in enrollment, producing a 
smaller, but more balanced and higher quality collective enrollment than in 
the current program. We further expect that these changes wi 11 strengthen the 
Department and assist in future recruitment of better qualified students. 
ANTICIPATED STAFFING AND ruNDING NEE!)5 
No new staffing or additional funding is anticipated since the proposal adds 
no new courses. 
( 
L' :;r VLJ: :; l'l Y Cl Jf: ::rCULU:l Cll t ::: [TIL:E COVFIZ SI IIT!' 
for All Propos.:lls for Propr;jm Cltall£c 
1991-1992 u . 
I, J)...v 
U~DE.RCl'-'\DU:\n: ONLY Art 9/8/91 JAN 15 1992 
LYe pi! r t lJ;C II t j),l t e 
A. SU.Gullary of proposed .:lction (scc P.:lrt D), illcludin~ title o[ nc~/ l'l"0Lrar:J, 
.:lIlJ exact clt.Jlo8 cupy [or.:1 nC'r! or ;Jltered proBL'IU. ( Sec C;ll., lur, fllr 
[orI:1:H .:md eX.:lruplcs.) Provid~ a sUrDu!2ry of the chanE;cs. 
Degree: B.A., Art 
Sequence: Art History 
Proposal to institute a new Art HistorY Sequence within the Art Major 
offered for the B.A. degree by the Departrrent of Art. This sequence 
resul ts fran separating the current "studio Arts and Art History 
Sequence" into two distinct sequence ccrrponents. Both new sequences 
would be implemented in the 1992-1993 catalog. 
Proposed catalog Copy and Additional Infonration: see attadrrent. 
B. Proposed Ac tion (!:ore th,ln one i te~ may be CllCC kcd) 
.--lL NCT,-l--see instructions for SUb l:li s sicn of nc\.; pro::;r.:1:TI. (:, .'r~ V, r;'. (j --lU) 
Ch.:1ll8 c in rcquil"Cm~llts for ;n.:1jor 
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Department of Art - Art History Sequence - 9/8/91 
PROPOSED CATALOO ropy: 
ART MAJOR 
Art History Sequence 
Deqree offered: B.A. 
The Art History Sequence provides sttrlents a basic grounding in the studio 
traditions, but also a broad awareness of art history on both introductory and 
advanced levels. In addition, the sequence incltrles exposure to related non-
art disciplines, traininq in forei9Il language, and further experience in ad-
vanced research skills, all of which are necessary to effective graduate work. 
55 hours in ART required, as follows: 
16 hours Foundations: ART 103, 104, 106, 109, 155, 156. 
33 hours Required courses: ART 140; ART 257; one course fran ART 224, 
228, 232, 240, 255; one course fran ART 213, 226, 235, 245, 246, 261; 
ART 395; 18 hours of 300-level art history courses, including at least 
one course fran each of the following four broad historical pericxis: 
I. Ancient/Medieval: ART 366, 367, 368, 369 
II. Renaissance/Baroque: ART 375, 376, 377 
III. Modern: ART 372, 378, 379, 383, 385 
IV. American: ART 380, 381, 382 
ART 201, 211, 309 do not count toward the major. 
6 hours ART electives. 
Recannended University studies and general electives: ENG 249; HIS 101, 
HIS 102 (US I I); mininun of three semesters (12 hrs) French or German (3 
hours count for US I); at least 8 hours of courses in related fields 
offered by the following departments: History, Music, Literature, 
Philosophy, Anthropology, Theatre. 
~IPTIOO OF smJmCE AND RATlOOALE FOR PROORAH ClIANGE 
For many years the Department of Art offered a coocentration in Art History as 
ene of several avenues sttrlents could follow in the 55-hour caTllrehensive 
major. Last year an al ternative, the Studio Arts and Art History Sequence, 
was adopted. Both of these structures allow Art History concentrators to 
graduate with quite variable and often incaTlllete programs. Fran this 
perspective, neither is deemed satisfactory by the Art History faculty in 
preparing sttrlents adequately in this discipline. In the past, sane students 
have also pursued contract majors in Art History, an approach that has had 
input fran, but cannot be controll ed by, the Art History facul ty; it too has 
not always provided the broad but carefully directed program of sttrly the 
faculty sees as appropriate to further study in this field. 
To pursue Art History as a discipline, sttrlents must go en to graduate-level 
sttrly. The ml'li:>er of st1.dents concentrating or expressing interest in the 
study of Art History is increasing. Now that curricular changes are being 
considered that strengthen Art programs in other respects, the Department 
feels the time is appropriate to propose a distinct sequence in Art History 
that w~d prepare students more effectively for graduate work. 
The proposed sequence would fomal ize and refine a program of study which has 
leno been encouraged in the Department. It is based firmly on the studio 
traditicns essential to lDierstanding bow art is rracie, but it also provides . 
sttdents a broad awareness of art history em both introductory and advanced 
levels, alCll9 with additiCllal experience in the kind of research skills and 
critical thinking necessary to effective graduate work. Outside the Depart-
ment of Art, the sequence encO\.lra9es sttdents to develop their professiCllal 
wri tinq and forei9ll 1 anqu.a<Je ski 11 s , and to broaden thei r know 1 edqe further 
with as nany courses as possible in carplementary liberal arts discil,Jlines. 
The distributiem of courses within and outside the Department of Art proposed 
here also meets the standards of the NatiCllaI Associatioo. of Schools of Art 
and Design (NASAl) for purposes of accreditatioo.. 
Introductory Art History survey and upper-divisiem courses would coo.tinue to 
be tal.lljJbt with the same course nll1bers and in the same nanner in which they 
have been handled previously, except for revisioos in the CQ'ltent of ART 382. 
Qle new course, ART 395, Undergraduate Seminar in Art History, will be added 
to the course offerin9s as a specific requirement for sttdent.s in the Art 
History sequence and as an elective for other qualified sttdents. No lKXier-
graduate seminar currently exists in Art History, and a seminar experience 
provides essential, in-depth preparatiem for graduate work in the discipline. 
Two other new courses are also beinq proposed at this time which will be 
available to the sttdent body in general, as well as those in the Art History 
sequence. eIle of them, ART 140, Native Arts of the JWericas, Africa and the 
South Pacific, will be required of sttdents in the Art History sequence. The 
other, ART 385, Recent Developnents in Art: 1970 to the Present, wi 11 be an 
Art History el ecti ve wi thin the sequence. ART 385 wi 11 provide a sequel to 
ART 382, Art in the United states III: World War II to the Present, which in 
revised form will cover American art fran the DepressiCil to 1970. Both of the 
new courses have been initiated in respccse to needs perceived by the Art 
faculty at 1at"ge. ART 140 will allow sttdents exposure to the arts of si9l'ri-
ficant nm-ifestem cul tures, thus broaden:i.n; cross-cuI tural lD:ierstandi1'l9. 
ART 385 makes possible an in-depth coo.sideratioo. of the nul ti -faceted art 
forms and cri tical issues characteristic of the current art scene. These 
recent artistic developments are beyond the scope of current course offer-
ings, but are essential to young artists prepari1'l9 to enter the professional 
art world. 
(Accarpan}'i.nq this sequence proposal are new course proposals for ART 140, 
385, and 395 and a proposal to change title and course CQ'ltent of ART 382.) 
NfTIClPA'l'!D STAPrIl«J AND PUNDIf«l NPl!n3 
ART 140, 385 and 395 will be tau;Jht by existi1'l9 Art History facul ty. The 
lR'lde['9raduate seminar, ART 395, will be rotated am:mg the Art History faculty; 
chanqing instructors and topics will provide sttdents the opportunity to 
explore basic research problems fran various perspectives. 
IJrplementatiCil of the proposed sequence in Art History requires no additiooal 
staffing, since the Art History Area acquired a new full-time positicn (filled 
this year) in anticipatiem of the need to iJrI>hment the proposed chanqee. 
Teachi.ng the new courses emly requires rearrantjJi.nq faculty assi9D1Blts and 
reorganizi1'l9 the order in which courses are offered. Normally, the new 
saninar will be tau;Jht c:mce an academic year, and will take the place of c:oe 
other course in a faculty rnent>er's nomal teaching load. Eliminating cne . 
course fran a given semester's schedule will not ~er students' access to 
necessary courses since they will still have adequa~e opticns within the Art 
History Area. Because no additicnal staffing is required, no additicnal 
funding is necessary to initiate this sequence. 
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Department of Art 
Program change in Graphic Design Sequence 
Prooosed Catalog CoOy 
ART MAJOR 
Graohic Design Sequence 
Degrees offered: B.A., B.S. 
The Graphic Design Sequence includes training in the fundamentals of studio art and art history, but also a 
concentrated program of study that prepares students to enter the competitve field of graphic design. 
- 55 hrs req 
- 16 hr Studio Foundation: Art 103, I~, 106, 109, 155, 156. 
- 39 hrs Required Sequence courses: Art 213, 226, 231, 235, 227, 257, 326, 336, 359, 386; 3 hrs from 
224,232,234,228,240,255; 3 hrs from 245, 246, 261; any 300 level Art History. Art 201, 211, 
309, do not count toward the major. 
Admissions Policy: Students will be allowed to continue in the Graphic Design Sequence who have 
completed Art 226, have met the minimum GPA requirement of 2.5 established by the Department of Art, 
and have demonstrated competency through a portfolio review. The number of students admitted may vary 
depending on program capacity and qualifications of students. Consult the Department of Art for further 
information on admission to the Graphic Design Sequence. 
Rationale for sequence change 
The Department of Art currently offers Graphic Design courses as a concentration within the 55 hr. 
Comprehensive Sequence. Graphic Design is an appl ied area of art. Students gradu:ning with a degree in 
Art and a concentration in Graphic Design immediately enter a highly competitive job market, seeking 
employment at design firms, advertising agencies, publishers and major corporations. The proposed 
sequence will allow the department to strengthen this progr..lm, make program graduates more competitive, 
and improve the reputation of the program. Changing from a concentration to a sequence will more 
accurately reflect the focus of this program in the University catalog and on student transcripts. 
The current concentration excludes many qualified sophomore/junior students from lower level classes 
because seats are taken by senior year students who are able to register before them. Students take the 
lower level concentration courses in their senior year because they were not able to register for those 
courses as sophomores and juniors. As a result many students acquire their degree and enter the job market 
without the opportunity to complete the recommended classes within the concentration. The proposed 
change to a sequence will enable talented students LO take the appropriate classes at the appropriate time, and 
to graduate with the full complement of classes offered by this program. 
The new sequence admission policy which includes a portfolio review at the end of a student's sophomore 
year will allow the Art Department to manage the enrollment in Graphic Design classes more efficiently. 
Graphic Design faculty will select the most qualified students based on preparation and talent exhibited in 
the portfolio, allowing the department to monitor the student/teacher ratio as well as the quality of students 
graduating from the program. 
Consequences of propose{j changes 
Offering the current visual communications concentration as a sequence will result in inconsequential 
changes for. most majors within the department. The requirement of classes outside of graphic design - Art 
235. Photo as an Art Form; Art 213. Life Drawing; Art 386, Introduction to Microcomputers in the Arts; 
and Art 359, Advanced Graphics - will require no additional sections of rhese classes except for Art 213. 
Attachment 
page 2 
Deparunent of Art 
Program change in Graphic Design Sequence 
Consequences of 1'[ooosed changes con't 
which will require one additional section . Art 235 is taken by most students concenrrating in graphic 
design : ow and these classes have sufficient se~ts to absorb the balance of the graphic design students. Art 
386 an( 359 are also taken by most graphic design students and can service the anticipated graphic design 
population. Existing sections of Art 226. along with the addition of Art 235. 245 and 246 to the 2-D 
electives in. the General Art. Studio Art, Art History. and Art Education sequences. should allow room for 
students in these sequences to take Art 226 as a 2-D elcclive if they desire. Since the Graphic Design 
classes are currently offered to Art majors only. the change would have no effe\:t on non-art majors. 
A major consequence of this change would be a smaller. more balanced and higher quality enrollment in the 
proposed sequence than in the current concentration because of the screening process and sequence 
requirement 
The proposed changes will not resull in major population shifts or program revisions within the 
deparunent. 
